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 1                                  1:13 o'clock p.m.
                                    October 15, 2021
 2                       -  -  -
 3              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: We'll go ahead
 4  and call the meeting to order for the purpose of
 5  the Agency Update at 1:13 p.m. on October 15th.
 6              MR. WILSON: Are you ready for me,
 7  Chair Slash?
 8              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Uh-huh.
 9              MR. WILSON: Okay.  Thank you, Chair
10  Slash.  Thank you, Commission.
11         So, there's not a lot going on.  One is
12  because the fact that we have a new system and
13  we're trying to get data out of the system is a
14  little bit more complex than we want it to be,
15  but that's just this transition period.  So,
16  there's not going to be a lot on the actual
17  report.  A lot of information we just couldn't
18  get out of the system yet.
19         It'll probably be like that for a couple
20  of months until -- again, everybody hopefully
21  knows Stephanie.  Stephanie has been overseeing
22  that project of our new system, and she can add
23  to that at some point.  But right now it's just a
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 1  matter of finishing the transition into the new
 2  system and getting a lot of the data migrated
 3  from our other systems into our main system, so
 4  that's kind of a challenge in a sense.  But at
 5  the end of the day, it'll be a good thing, so
 6  we're excited about that.
 7         Then, as you can see, we have two upcoming
 8  events.  The Holocaust event is coming up in
 9  November, and then we're still working on the --
10  we're working on the MLK event now.  But we think
11  it'll be a great Holocaust event, and I will tell
12  you the date is Tuesday, November the 9th, 2021,
13  and I think that it's -- hopefully everybody's
14  seen the flier and the information on the event.
15         One of the -- another survivor from the
16  actual Holocaust will be there.  They won't
17  speak.  One of their siblings will -- the
18  daughters -- actually will speak in his place,
19  but about the experience.  So, hopefully
20  everybody can join us.  We will have it virtual
21  as well as live.  We'll be actually doing a live
22  event here at the Statehouse, but we'll have
23  virtual as well, so we can make sure people have
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 1  access to it.
 2         And so, as I said, MLK event will come up.
 3  There'll be more information coming out.
 4         Then also, we have been doing a lot of
 5  heavy marketing since we have a new Outreach
 6  Manager, which is Kyleigh.  She has targeted
 7  rebuilding partnerships now that COVID's over
 8  with, so that we can start participating in
 9  activities and events.  I think -- we had the
10  Urban League luncheon, and I think you attended,
11  Chair Slash; right?
12              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: I did.  Thanks
13  for the extended invitation.  I thoroughly
14  enjoyed getting to hang out with the team.
15              MR. WILSON: It's been a long time
16  for people to actually get together, so that's
17  beautiful.  We have also upcoming partnership
18  with ILE, and they actually asked us to put the
19  award portion together for them.  Actually we're
20  working with one of our Commissions, ICHLA, and a
21  new employee there, Alexis Gonzalez.  She's
22  actually going to help us as we do a search for
23  awardees.
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 1         Now, this year, too, with the MLK, we're
 2  trying to really make sure people put in, and
 3  Commissioners, if you know people that you think
 4  will fit the criteria of those awards, please
 5  submit them and share it, because we want to
 6  honor some of these unsung heroes out there who
 7  do the work that don't always get the credit, and
 8  we want to recognize them.
 9         So, if you have people that you know of --
10  thank you, Comm. Harrington.  You submitted
11  someone, and, of course, she was a great
12  superstar in the community and she did receive
13  the award, not based on you being a Commissioner,
14  but based on the fact of her history and what --
15  her body of work, that she was recognized.  So,
16  thank you for that.
17         Just getting ready for next year and all
18  of our next-year events.  I think we're also
19  trying to work with -- we're just waiting to see
20  what happens -- the United Negro College Fund,
21  Andrea, we're trying to work with her this year
22  for their end-of-the-year event as well, their
23  awards dinner, and trying to be a sponsor to that
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 1  organization.  So, we're excited about that.
 2         And again is, mostly, again, the system.
 3  Tim is gone, so a lot of us have put on another
 4  hat just because he is not here and we're in the
 5  process of looking for another Deputy Director/
 6  General Counsel who has the necessary experience,
 7  and so that we can continue to build on those who
 8  have been here in the past, you know, whether it
 9  was a Doneisha or a Tim, whomever, we'll continue
10  to move the agency forward.
11         We have a great team, a lot of new people
12  and new faces here.  Our Cheers Committee is
13  still keeping the agency excited.  They
14  support -- whether it's a birthday, whether it's
15  someone who has lost a family member, whatever,
16  we have a good body called Cheers that is there
17  to assist and help staff in any way possible.
18  You know, during the holidays they decorate the
19  areas and try to have a good time.
20         So, again, those are some of the things
21  going on, but mostly it's just working on
22  procedures and processes, and really, if you
23  notice, especially you, Chair Slash, since you've
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 1  been here for a while, and you see the dates of
 2  these.  We don't have those old cases --
 3              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Uh-huh.
 4              MR. WILSON: -- that go back, and it
 5  was -- we have a couple more that we're going to
 6  clear up out of here.  I've been very much on top
 7  of that since I've been here.  Some have been
 8  priorities that have been in litigation.  They've
 9  been challenging, but most of them, I think, by
10  the end of this year will be in good shape.  And
11  so, a lot of those old, aged cases will not be
12  here.
13         Questions?
14              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: I don't have any
15  questions, but I just want to, you know, commend
16  the staff.  Once again, you all have been through
17  a lot, you've seen a lot of changes, there's been
18  transition, but the efficiency and efficacy of
19  the agency is still, you know, top notch, and I
20  just commend you for that, because a lot of times
21  through a lot of changes, that's not as simple.
22         And also I want to say the format that we
23  received the agenda this month was fantastic.
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 1  So, the efficiency changes are really good, and I
 2  just applaud the team for constantly looking for
 3  improvements and innovations.
 4              MR. WILSON: Thank you.  Thanks so
 5  much.  You'll see something new when you come in
 6  also.  Where you used to walk in the door, we've
 7  enclosed that.  One of our employees that, you
 8  know, we definitely miss and we lost, Crystal,
 9  and so, she always wanted to have that enclosure
10  built so she'd feel safer, because some of the
11  calls and things that we receive can be a little
12  frightening, you know.
13         And so, we just -- we say in honor of
14  Crystal we were able to finish that enclosure up
15  front so you can't just walk in -- well, actually
16  they're finishing up this week -- you're not able
17  just to walk in to that person.  There is
18  protection for that person coming in, because we
19  do get various calls and things that happen
20  that -- you know, we want our employees to feel
21  safe, and so, we'll do anything to make sure they
22  feel safe.
23         So, thank you again, Chair Slash.
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 1              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: So important --
 2  yeah, thank you.  That is so important, and thank
 3  you for sharing that update in particular.  I
 4  know that myself and some of the other
 5  Commissioners have felt some of that lack of
 6  safety even in Commission hearings sometimes.
 7  So, just thank you for that.  I don't have any
 8  questions.
 9         Comm. Harrington, do you have anything?  I
10  know you --
11              COMM. HARRINGTON: No.
12              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: -- look like
13  you're multitasking a bit.
14              COMM. HARRINGTON: I have
15  Comm. Blackburn on the --
16              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: We lost your
17  sound.  You were talking, and then we -- now
18  you're on mute again.
19              COMM. HARRINGTON: Okay.  I'm sorry.
20  That was a me.  I was asking Comm. Blackburn if
21  she could say something to see if you guys could
22  hear her.
23              COMM. BLACKBURN: This is
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 1  Comm. Blackburn, and I hear you, but you earlier
 2  could not hear me.  So, I understand that I'm
 3  going through Holli's phone, but if that's
 4  necessary, I'm okay.
 5              COMM. HARRINGTON: I'm sorry.
 6              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: I'm willing to
 7  give it a try.  Is that -- is this an effective
 8  way for us to do this?
 9              MR. WILSON: We can.  I mean I can
10  hear her clearly.
11              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Uh-huh.
12              MR. WILSON: Lindy, could you hear?
13  Lindy?
14              THE REPORTER: Yes, yes, I heard.
15              MR. WILSON: Okay.  Thank you.
16         Chair Slash?
17              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Okay.  That makes
18  quorum, so I think we're good to go.
19         Thank you, Comm. Blackburn, for joining us
20  via Comm. Harrington.  We have essentially just
21  began our meeting and just did the ICRC
22  Director's Report.  Now that we do have a quorum,
23  I would like to go ahead and step back a little
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 1  bit in our agenda and have the approval of the
 2  previous meeting minutes.  Is there a motion?
 3              MR. WILSON: Chair Slash?
 4              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Uh-huh.
 5              COMM. HARRINGTON: I make a motion --
 6              MR. WILSON: We should do the roll
 7  call.
 8              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Oh, yes.  Who
 9  would like to call roll?  I just want to make
10  sure that --
11              MS. EROMOSELE: I'll go ahead and do
12  that.
13         Comm. Harrington?
14              COMM. HARRINGTON: Present.
15              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Jackson?
16              COMM. JACKSON: Present.
17              COMM. BLACKBURN: Present.
18              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Blackburn?
19              COMM. BLACKBURN: Black --
20              MS. EROMOSELE: And Chair Slash?
21              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Present.
22              COMM. BLACKBURN: Blackburn, present.
23              MS. EROMOSELE: So, motion passes
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 1  four-zero.
 2              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.  And
 3  for clarity, I think we were just doing roll for
 4  attendance purposes to establish the quorum, but
 5  now, if there's a motion to approve the previous
 6  meeting minutes, we'll hear that at this time.
 7              COMM. JACKSON: So moved,
 8  Comm. Jackson.
 9              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
10         Is there a second?
11              COMM. HARRINGTON: Second,
12  Comm. Harrington.
13              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you,
14  Comm. Harrington.
15         Now we can call the roll on the meeting
16  minutes.
17              MS. EROMOSELE: Okay.
18         Comm. Harrington?
19              COMM. HARRINGTON: Aye.
20              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Jackson?
21              COMM. BLACKBURN: Aye.
22              COMM. JACKSON: Aye.
23              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Blackburn?
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 1              COMM. BLACKBURN: Blackburn, aye.
 2              MS. EROMOSELE: And Chair Slash?
 3              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Aye.
 4              MS. EROMOSELE: The motion passes,
 5  four-zero.
 6              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
 7         Okay.  And now we'll go back to Old
 8  Business.  We're back on order with the agenda.
 9  So, the first case was a case that was assigned
10  to Comm. Harrington, and I think I'll do what I
11  did last month and just call them off by the
12  number, or Comm. Blackburn, does that work for
13  you?  Okay.
14              COMM. BLACKBURN: Well -- good with
15  numbers, so if you can --
16              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Okay.  I'll call
17  them by case.
18              COMM. BLACKBURN: -- the parties,
19  that would --
20              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Okay.
21              COMM. BLACKBURN: -- be better.
22              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Malinka versus
23  Beech Grove City Schools, Comm. Harrington?
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 1              COMM. HARRINGTON: Yes.  I recommend
 2  that we uphold the finding of no probable cause.
 3              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
 4         Is there a motion?
 5              COMM. BLACKBURN: I move we accept
 6  her recommendation, Comm. Blackburn.
 7              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
 8         Is there a second?
 9              COMM. JACKSON: Second,
10  Comm. Jackson.
11              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
12         Shall we call the roll?
13              MS. EROMOSELE: Yes.
14         Comm. Harrington?
15              COMM. HARRINGTON: Aye.
16              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Jackson?
17              COMM. JACKSON: Aye.
18              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Blackburn?
19              COMM. BLACKBURN: Blackburn, aye.
20              MS. EROMOSELE: Chair Slash?
21              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Aye.
22              MS. EROMOSELE: Motion passes,
23  four-zero.
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 1              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
 2         The next case, Barton versus Foremost
 3  Fabricators LLC, which was assigned to
 4  Comm. Harrington.
 5              COMM. HARRINGTON: Again, I recommend
 6  that we -- I'm sorry.  I'm about to say
 7  "approve" -- that we uphold the no probable cause
 8  finding.
 9              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
10         Is there a motion?
11              COMM. BLACKBURN: I move we accept --
12              COMM. JACKSON: So moved --
13              COMM. BLACKBURN: -- her --
14              COMM. JACKSON: -- Comm. Jackson.
15              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Okay.  We'll take
16  the motion from Comm. Blackburn.  Shall we accept
17  Comm. Jackson as a second?  I believe we may call
18  the roll.
19              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Harrington?
20              COMM. HARRINGTON: Aye.
21              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Jackson?
22              COMM. JACKSON: Aye.
23              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Blackburn?
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 1              COMM. BLACKBURN: Blackburn, aye.
 2              MS. EROMOSELE: Chair Slash?
 3              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Aye.
 4              MS. EROMOSELE: Motion passes,
 5  four-zero.
 6              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
 7         The next case, Martin versus IHOP,
 8  assigned to Comm. Jackson.
 9              COMM. JACKSON: I recommend we
10  uphold --
11              COMM. HARRINGTON: Did you say
12  Jackson or Blackburn?
13              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Yes, it was
14  assigned to Comm. Jackson.
15              COMM. HARRINGTON: Okay.
16              COMM. JACKSON: I recommend we uphold
17  the Director's findings of no probable cause.
18              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Okay.  Thank you.
19         Is there a motion?
20              COMM. HARRINGTON: I move that we
21  accept the recommendation.
22              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Okay.
23         Is there a second?
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 1              COMM. BLACKBURN: I second,
 2  Blackburn.
 3              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
 4         We may call the roll.
 5              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Harrington?
 6              COMM. HARRINGTON: Aye.
 7              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Jackson?
 8              COMM. JACKSON: Aye.
 9              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Blackburn?
10              COMM. BLACKBURN: Blackburn, aye.
11              MS. EROMOSELE: Chair Slash?
12              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Aye.
13              MS. EROMOSELE: Motion passes,
14  four-zero.
15              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
16         And the next case is Dieng versus -- I
17  don't want to mess this up -- Kuehne & Nagel,
18  Incorporated.  That one was assigned to me, and
19  in this case there were two issues.  With the
20  first issue, I would like to uphold the Deputy
21  Director's finding of no probable cause [sic],
22  and in the second issue, I wish to uphold the
23  finding of no probable cause, so the first issue
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 1  is probable cause and second issue is no probable
 2  cause, for clarity.  Did I do that correctly this
 3  time?  Okay.  Good.  Is there a motion?
 4              COMM. JACKSON: So moved,
 5  Comm. Jackson.
 6              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
 7              COMM. HARRINGTON: Second,
 8  Comm. Harrington.
 9              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
10         We may call the roll.
11              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Harrington?
12              COMM. HARRINGTON: Aye.
13              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Jackson?
14              COMM. JACKSON: Aye.
15              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Blackburn?
16              COMM. BLACKBURN: Blackburn, aye.
17              MS. EROMOSELE: Chair Slash?
18              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Aye.
19              MS. EROMOSELE: Motion passes,
20  four-zero.
21              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
22         In the next case, Hamilton versus Lake
23  Minnehaha Owner Association, that was assigned to
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 1  me as well, and in that case, I'd like to uphold
 2  the Deputy Director's finding of no probable
 3  cause.
 4              COMM. HARRINGTON: I move that we
 5  accept the recommendation, Comm. Harrington.
 6              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
 7         Is there a second?
 8              COMM. BLACKBURN: Blackburn, second.
 9              COMM. JACKSON: Second.
10              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
11         You may call the roll.
12              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Harrington?
13              COMM. HARRINGTON: Aye.
14              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Jackson?
15              COMM. JACKSON: Aye.
16              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Blackburn?
17              COMM. BLACKBURN: Blackburn, aye.
18              MS. EROMOSELE: Chair Slash?
19              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Aye.
20              MS. EROMOSELE: The motion passes,
21  four-zero.
22              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
23         In the next case, the case of Crumpton
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 1  versus Jane Pauley Clinic, this was assigned to
 2  Comm. Harrington.  It looks like you may have a
 3  connection issue.  We will pause, because that
 4  just took our quorum away, so we'll just take a
 5  small pause.
 6               (Pause in proceedings.)
 7              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Technology is
 8  really good for us until it isn't.  Still having
 9  problems.
10               (Pause in proceedings.)
11              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Comm. Harrington,
12  can you hear us again?
13                    (No response.)
14              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: I appreciate
15  everybody's patience today.  While you're waiting
16  for them to reconnect, to re-establish quorum,
17  did Commissioners Tolliver -- did Comm. Tolliver
18  submit any -- any recommendations prior to
19  today's meeting?
20              MS. EROMOSELE: No.
21              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Okay.  Thank you.
22              MR. WILSON: Yeah, and Chair Slash,
23  you know, my -- that's one thing maybe you --
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 1  when you do have the next Commission meeting when
 2  everybody's there, we can have that discussion
 3  that if they're going to go, that they can at
 4  least leave that information for us.
 5              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Yeah, absolutely.
 6  So, it's a good reminder and a good reminder
 7  point.
 8         Comm. Harrington, are you back with us?
 9                    (No response.)
10              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Okay.
11              MS. EROMOSELE: Do you want me to
12  call her?
13              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: You may.  Oh,
14  yeah, we lost her, lost her, this time.  It said
15  she had very low bandwidth.  We were on a little
16  bit of a roll there.
17         Comm. Jackson, you're still hanging tough
18  with us?
19              COMM. JACKSON: Yes, I am.
20              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: I appreciate it.
21  We've got to get to your case here in a second.
22              COMM. JACKSON: Okay.  I like the new
23  system where I can see the case right in the
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 1  e-mail.
 2              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Yeah, that was
 3  fantastic.
 4              COMM. JACKSON: Yeah.
 5              MS. EROMOSELE: I'm just getting her
 6  voicemail.  It's going to voicemail.
 7              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Okay.
 8              MS. EROMOSELE: Yeah.
 9              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Well, we can
10  always just give it a few more minutes, and in
11  the event that we were not destined to be able to
12  conduct today's business, we just were not able
13  to conduct today's business.  But we did get
14  through quite a few cases before the
15  disconnection, so there are some cases that can
16  move on.  So, a little bit of light in this
17  tunnel.
18              MS. EROMOSELE: I just tried again.
19  It's going to voicemail.
20              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Okay.
21               (Pause in proceedings.)
22              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Oh, she's
23  texting.  She says she's calling in now.
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 1               (Pause in proceedings.)
 2              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Well, she said --
 3  it's coming.
 4               (Pause in proceedings.)
 5              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: All right.
 6              COMM. HARRINGTON: Can you guys hear
 7  me?
 8              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Yes, we can.
 9              COMM. HARRINGTON: Sorry about that.
10  I'm going to keep my video turned off, and maybe
11  that'll help.
12              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: That'll work.  Do
13  you have Comm. Blackburn with you still?
14              COMM. HARRINGTON: Yep, she's still
15  here.
16              COMM. BLACKBURN: Yes.
17              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Wonderful.
18              COMM. HARRINGTON: We're trying.
19              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: And that is fine.
20         So, to re-establish quorum, do we need to
21  call roll again, or can we just pick up where we
22  were?
23              MS. EROMOSELE: We need to call roll
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 1  again.
 2              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: All right.  Let's
 3  do it.
 4              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Harrington?
 5              COMM. HARRINGTON: Present.
 6              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Jackson?
 7              COMM. JACKSON: Present.
 8              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Blackburn?
 9              COMM. BLACKBURN: Blackburn, present.
10              MS. EROMOSELE: Chair Slash?
11              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Present.
12              MS. EROMOSELE: So, we have a quorum.
13              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
14         So, we will pick up the agenda where we
15  left it.  We are still in Section V, Old
16  Business, and we are on case Crumpton versus Jane
17  Pauley Clinic, which was assigned to
18  Comm. Harrington.
19              COMM. HARRINGTON: In that case, I
20  will recommend that we uphold the -- I want to
21  make sure I say it right -- the finding of no
22  probable cause.
23              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
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 1         Is there a sec -- is there a motion?
 2              COMM. JACKSON: So moved,
 3  Comm. Jackson.
 4              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
 5         Is there a second?
 6              COMM. BLACKBURN: Blackburn seconds.
 7              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
 8         Shall we call the roll?
 9              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Harrington?
10              COMM. HARRINGTON: Aye.
11              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Jackson?
12              COMM. JACKSON: Aye.
13              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Jackson?
14              COMM. HARRINGTON: He said "aye."
15              MS. EROMOSELE: Oh, I'm sorry.
16         Comm. Blackburn?
17              COMM. BLACKBURN: Blackburn, aye.
18              MS. EROMOSELE: Chair Slash?
19              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Aye.
20              MS. EROMOSELE: Motion passes,
21  four-zero.
22              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
23         The next case on our docket is Lips versus
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 1  Bomarko.  It was assigned to Comm. Tolliver.  In
 2  his absence, without a recommendation filed, I'd
 3  like to postpone that until next month.
 4         The next case is Hill versus Goody's
 5  Restaurant, Comm. Jackson.
 6              COMM. JACKSON: I recommend we uphold
 7  the Director's findings of no probable cause.
 8              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
 9         Is there a motion?
10              COMM. HARRINGTON: I make a motion
11  that we accept the recommendation.
12              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Is there a
13  second?
14              COMM. BLACKBURN: Blackburn seconds.
15              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
16         You may call the roll.
17              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Harrington?
18              COMM. HARRINGTON: Aye.
19              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Jackson?
20              COMM. JACKSON: Aye.
21              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Blackburn?
22              COMM. BLACKBURN: Blackburn, aye.
23              MS. EROMOSELE: Chair Slash?
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 1              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Aye.
 2              MS. EROMOSELE: Motion passes,
 3  four-zero.
 4              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
 5         At this time we don't have any Motions or
 6  Other Filings.  Moving to New Business, would the
 7  most effective way to do this be to assign the
 8  cases individually, for the court reporter, or
 9  would it be okay to assign them as a group
10  alphabetically, Commissioners alphabetical by
11  last name?  Is there a preference?
12              THE REPORTER: Probably individually
13  would be more clear.
14              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Okay.  I'll
15  gladly do that for you.
16         So, in the first case, Anibra versus
17  AmerisourceBergn -- I hope I do not butcher any
18  of these names, but I'm trying not to -- I would
19  like to assign that one to Comm. Blackburn.
20         In the case of Lauer versus Jane John
21  Wiley & Sons, I would like to assign that one to
22  Comm. Harrington.
23         In the case of Badmus versus Heart of
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 1  Cardon, LLC, assign that one to Comm. Jackson.
 2         In the case of Williams versus Indiana
 3  University South Bend, I would like to assign
 4  that one to Comm. Ramos.
 5         In the case of Merritt versus Backyard
 6  Pools, I'd like to assign that case to
 7  Comm. Tolliver.
 8         In the case of Cavanaugh versus Roca Bar
 9  North, I'd like to assign that one to myself.
10         In the case of Simpson versus Revere
11  Plastics Systems, LLC, I'd like to assign that
12  one to Comm. Blackburn.
13         In the case of Lombardo versus Avon
14  Wedding and Event --
15              COMM. HARRINGTON: Chair Slash, if
16  you could read the name again, Comm. Slash, that
17  you assigned to Comm. Blackburn.
18              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Sure.  Simpson
19  versus Revere Plastics Systems, LLC.
20              COMM. BLACKBURN: Thank you.
21              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Uh-huh.
22         The next one, Lombardo versus Avon Wedding
23  and Event Barn, I'd like to assign that one to
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 1  Comm. Harrington.
 2         In the case of Berger versus Cunningham
 3  Campers & RV's, I'd like to assign that one to
 4  Comm. Jackson.
 5         In the case of Ehler versus Biggs
 6  Workforce GP, LLC, and Biggs Incorporated D/B/A
 7  Biggs Property Management, I'd like to assign
 8  that one to Comm. Tolliver.
 9         In the case of Antrobus versus Southern
10  Manor Apartments, I'd like to assign that one to
11  Comm. Ramos.
12         And with the last one -- we made it to
13  xii -- East versus Northwest Indiana Community
14  Action, I'd like to assign that one to myself.
15         Okay.  That is our New Business, and each
16  of those cases were in your e-mail today,
17  Commissioners, but I'm sure they will make it
18  back to you, but if you were taking notes of
19  which one you were assigned, they're already in
20  your e-mail if you want to get a jump start on
21  those.
22         So, moving along, we have Motions and
23  Other Findings [sic].  Is there any insight to
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 1  this case before we move along?
 2              MS. OJO: Yeah, I think Michelle from
 3  OALP is going to give us some direction on that.
 4              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
 5         And that's case ICRC (Karrie Shroff)
 6  versus Varin/River Pointe Apartments.
 7              MS. ALLEN: Yes.  This case with
 8  Varin, previously the Commission already voted to
 9  affirm the ALJ's decision in the case, and so,
10  then the party was given the opportunity to
11  request attorneys fees in the case.  So, the
12  matter before the Commission right now is that
13  there is a request for attorneys fees at a
14  certain amount, and the Commission could choose
15  to review that motion on its own and make a
16  determination as to attorneys fees.
17         Or another option for you is:  If you
18  would like to have the Commission request an ALJ
19  to review this order on your behalf, then the ALJ
20  could review the order and make a determination
21  on whether to award attorney fees or not and at
22  what amount, and make that recommendation back to
23  the Commission.
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 1              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you for
 2  providing that insight.
 3         Commissioners, is there -- is there
 4  discussion or any questions on this point?
 5                    (No response.)
 6              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Okay.  Is there a
 7  recommendation from any Commissioner on this
 8  point on either the option of us reviewing and
 9  making that determination or requesting it be
10  assigned to an ALJ to do?
11              COMM. BLACKBURN: I would suggest --
12  this is Comm. Blackburn.  I would suggest that
13  the -- that it be -- I'll recommend it goes
14  through and by the ALJ to the Commission.
15              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
16         Is there a motion to that point?
17              COMM. BLACKBURN: So moved.
18              COMM. JACKSON: So moved,
19  Comm. Jackson.
20              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.  And
21  I'll second it, Chair Slash.
22         Do we need to take an actual vote on this
23  one?  I believe we do.
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 1              MS. EROMOSELE: We do.
 2              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Okay.  So, we
 3  shall call the roll, and for clarity, in case our
 4  court reporter needs that, the clarity of that,
 5  the will of the Commission is that we send it to
 6  an ALJ to make a decision.
 7              COMM. HARRINGTON: Is it a decision
 8  or a recommendation?
 9              MS. ALLEN: I don't think you granted
10  the ALJ the ability to make a decision in this,
11  so it should be a recommendation back to you.
12              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Yes.  So, we
13  would like to send it to an ALJ to make a
14  recommendation back to the Commission.  Thank you
15  very much.
16              COMM. BLACKBURN: That's correct.
17              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Okay.  Shall we
18  call the roll?
19              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Harrington?
20              COMM. HARRINGTON: Aye.
21              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Jackson?
22              COMM. JACKSON: Aye.
23              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Blackburn?
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 1              COMM. BLACKBURN: Blackburn, aye.
 2              MS. EROMOSELE: Chair Slash?
 3              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Aye.
 4              MS. EROMOSELE: Motion passes,
 5  four-zero.
 6              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
 7         Okay.  Moving along, we have two cases
 8  that were ALJ decisions that were made, and the
 9  first case is Johnson versus Brook Knoll Village.
10  The ALJ dismissed this matter on its merit by
11  granting a Motion of Summary Judgment filed by
12  the Respondent, and there's nothing to -- for the
13  Commission to act on with that one.
14         The second case is Banks versus Taco Bell,
15  Bell American Group, LLC.  The ALJ dismissed this
16  matter after the properties [sic] reached a
17  settlement.  The ALJ recommended that the
18  Commission accept the consent agreement filed by
19  the parties.
20         At this time, is an action required by the
21  Commission to --
22              MS. OJO: Yes.
23              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: -- make that
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 1  acception [sic]?
 2              MS. OJO: Yes, for both of them there
 3  needs to be a vote.
 4              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Oh, okay.  I was
 5  going to say, some of these we haven't had to,
 6  but we can go back.  Thank you for that clarity.
 7         Let's go back, and we will -- we will
 8  accept the ALJ's de -- is there a motion to
 9  accept the ALJ's dismissal of the case of Johnson
10  versus Brook Knoll Village on its merit by
11  granting the Motion of Summary Judgment?  Is
12  there a motion to accept that dismissal?
13              COMM. HARRINGTON: Comm. Harrington,
14  so moved.
15              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
16         Is there a second?
17              COMM. BLACKBURN: Blackburn, second.
18              COMM. JACKSON: Comm. Jackson,
19  second.
20              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
21         Shall we call the roll?
22              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Harrington?
23              COMM. HARRINGTON: Aye.
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 1              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Jackson?
 2              COMM. JACKSON: Aye.
 3              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Blackburn?
 4              COMM. BLACKBURN: Blackburn, aye.
 5              MS. EROMOSELE: Chair Slash?
 6              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Aye.
 7              MS. EROMOSELE: Motion passes,
 8  four-zero.
 9              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
10         The next case, Banks versus Taco Bell,
11  Bell American Group, LLC.  In this case, the ALJ
12  dismissed the matter after parties reached a
13  settlement.  The ALJ recommended that the
14  Commission accept the consent agreement filed by
15  the parties.
16         Is there a motion from the Commission to
17  accept the consent agreement filed by the
18  parties?
19              COMM. BLACKBURN: So moved,
20  Blackburn.
21              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
22              COMM. HARRINGTON: Second,
23  Comm. Harrington.
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 1              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
 2         Shall we call the roll?
 3              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Harrington?
 4              COMM. HARRINGTON: Aye.
 5              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Jackson?
 6              COMM. JACKSON: Aye.
 7              MS. EROMOSELE: Comm. Blackburn?
 8              COMM. BLACKBURN: Blackburn, aye.
 9              MS. EROMOSELE: Chair Slash?
10              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Aye.
11              MS. EROMOSELE: Motion passes,
12  four-zero.
13              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you.
14         And you'll have to pardon my confusion.  I
15  was confusing a previous section of our agenda
16  with this section.  So, thanks for bearing with
17  me today, folks.
18         In this section, ALJ Decisions
19  Automatically Confirmed, we have one case here,
20  Cherish Stump versus Magna Powertrain, Inc.  Was
21  there any insight around this case that you might
22  want to share with the Commission?
23              MS. ALLEN: No, nothing other than
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 1  what's on the form today.
 2              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Thank you very
 3  much.
 4         And so, with no other items falling under
 5  New Business, the next piece that we do have is
 6  to consider meeting dates, and so, our next
 7  meeting is on November 19th, and I would hope
 8  that we're all going to be able to make it and
 9  will personally, as Chair of the Commission, send
10  out a note or work with the staff to make sure we
11  get a note to fully understand everyone's ability
12  and our interests.
13         There has been an open door to reconvene
14  in person, and so, if that is the will of the
15  body, we'll make it work.  If we still are
16  afforded this opportunity and that is -- and the
17  will of the body is to stay virtual, we can also
18  do our best to entertain that as well.
19         Today, out of the four of us that are
20  present, is November 19th an issue for anyone on
21  the Commission?
22              COMM. HARRINGTON: This is
23  Comm. Harrington.  I can definitely be there
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 1  virtually.  I just need to know -- notice if
 2  we're switching, because it requires me to
 3  coordinate additional time.
 4              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Okay.  Thank you
 5  very much.
 6              COMM. HARRINGTON: Virtually, I can
 7  definitely be there.
 8              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Okay.  Thank you.
 9         Does anyone have any concerns with
10  participating?
11              COMM. HARRINGTON: Comm. Blackburn
12  also confirms she could be there virtually.
13              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Okay.  Thank you.
14         Okay.  So, we will look to November 19th
15  as being our go date as of right now, but we'll
16  also do our due diligence in between now and then
17  to make sure that we can have a quorum and that
18  we can conduct business.
19         Seeing no Election, Training or Other on
20  our agenda today, was there anything from the
21  staff that we needed to share in this space?
22                    (No response.)
23              CHAIRPERSON SLASH: Okay.  Are there
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 1  any Announcements?
   
 2                    (No response.)
   
 3              CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Perfect.
   
 4  I do not believe there's anyone here for public
   
 5  comment, but I don't want to take up their space.
   
 6  There's -- did anyone ever join us for public
   
 7  comment?
   
 8                    (No response.)
   
 9              CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Well, at
   
10  this time I'd like to thank everyone for your
   
11  time, thank everyone for your patience, your
   
12  grace, and your ability to be a little flexible
   
13  with our technology here.  Some meetings are
   
14  bumpy, but as long as we conduct business, we're
   
15  okay.  So, thank you, everyone.
   
16         And at this time, it's 1:51 p.m. on
   
17  October 15th.  I'd like to call this meeting of
   
18  the Indiana Civil Rights Commission adjourned.
   
19                       -  -  -
              Thereupon, the proceedings of
20           October 15, 2021 were concluded
                   at 1:51 o'clock p.m.
21                       -  -  -
   
22 
   
23 
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 1                     CERTIFICATE
   
 2         I, Lindy L. Meyer, Jr., the undersigned
   
 3  Court Reporter and Notary Public residing in the
   
 4  City of Shelbyville, Shelby County, Indiana, do
   
 5  hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and
   
 6  correct transcript of the proceedings taken by me
   
 7  on Friday, October 15, 2021 in this matter and
   
 8  transcribed by me.
   
 9 
   
10                       _________________________
   
11                        Lindy L. Meyer, Jr.,
   
12                        Notary Public in and
   
13                        for the State of Indiana.
   
14 
   
15  My Commission expires August 26, 2024.
   
16  Commission No. NP0690003
   
17 
   
18 
   
19 
   
20 
   
21 
   
22 
   
23 
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 1                                   1:13 o'clock p.m.
                                   October 15, 2021


 2                        -  -  -
  


 3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  We'll go ahead
  


 4   and call the meeting to order for the purpose of
  


 5   the Agency Update at 1:13 p.m. on October 15th.
  


 6               MR. WILSON:  Are you ready for me,
  


 7   Chair Slash?
  


 8               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Uh-huh.
  


 9               MR. WILSON:  Okay.  Thank you, Chair
  


10   Slash.  Thank you, Commission.
  


11          So, there's not a lot going on.  One is
  


12   because the fact that we have a new system and
  


13   we're trying to get data out of the system is a
  


14   little bit more complex than we want it to be,
  


15   but that's just this transition period.  So,
  


16   there's not going to be a lot on the actual
  


17   report.  A lot of information we just couldn't
  


18   get out of the system yet.
  


19          It'll probably be like that for a couple
  


20   of months until -- again, everybody hopefully
  


21   knows Stephanie.  Stephanie has been overseeing
  


22   that project of our new system, and she can add
  


23   to that at some point.  But right now it's just a
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 1   matter of finishing the transition into the new
  


 2   system and getting a lot of the data migrated
  


 3   from our other systems into our main system, so
  


 4   that's kind of a challenge in a sense.  But at
  


 5   the end of the day, it'll be a good thing, so
  


 6   we're excited about that.
  


 7          Then, as you can see, we have two upcoming
  


 8   events.  The Holocaust event is coming up in
  


 9   November, and then we're still working on the --
  


10   we're working on the MLK event now.  But we think
  


11   it'll be a great Holocaust event, and I will tell
  


12   you the date is Tuesday, November the 9th, 2021,
  


13   and I think that it's -- hopefully everybody's
  


14   seen the flier and the information on the event.
  


15          One of the -- another survivor from the
  


16   actual Holocaust will be there.  They won't
  


17   speak.  One of their siblings will -- the
  


18   daughters -- actually will speak in his place,
  


19   but about the experience.  So, hopefully
  


20   everybody can join us.  We will have it virtual
  


21   as well as live.  We'll be actually doing a live
  


22   event here at the Statehouse, but we'll have
  


23   virtual as well, so we can make sure people have
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 1   access to it.
  


 2          And so, as I said, MLK event will come up.
  


 3   There'll be more information coming out.
  


 4          Then also, we have been doing a lot of
  


 5   heavy marketing since we have a new Outreach
  


 6   Manager, which is Kyleigh.  She has targeted
  


 7   rebuilding partnerships now that COVID's over
  


 8   with, so that we can start participating in
  


 9   activities and events.  I think -- we had the
  


10   Urban League luncheon, and I think you attended,
  


11   Chair Slash; right?
  


12               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  I did.  Thanks
  


13   for the extended invitation.  I thoroughly
  


14   enjoyed getting to hang out with the team.
  


15               MR. WILSON:  It's been a long time
  


16   for people to actually get together, so that's
  


17   beautiful.  We have also upcoming partnership
  


18   with ILE, and they actually asked us to put the
  


19   award portion together for them.  Actually we're
  


20   working with one of our Commissions, ICHLA, and a
  


21   new employee there, Alexis Gonzalez.  She's
  


22   actually going to help us as we do a search for
  


23   awardees.
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 1          Now, this year, too, with the MLK, we're
  


 2   trying to really make sure people put in, and
  


 3   Commissioners, if you know people that you think
  


 4   will fit the criteria of those awards, please
  


 5   submit them and share it, because we want to
  


 6   honor some of these unsung heroes out there who
  


 7   do the work that don't always get the credit, and
  


 8   we want to recognize them.
  


 9          So, if you have people that you know of --
  


10   thank you, Comm. Harrington.  You submitted
  


11   someone, and, of course, she was a great
  


12   superstar in the community and she did receive
  


13   the award, not based on you being a Commissioner,
  


14   but based on the fact of her history and what --
  


15   her body of work, that she was recognized.  So,
  


16   thank you for that.
  


17          Just getting ready for next year and all
  


18   of our next-year events.  I think we're also
  


19   trying to work with -- we're just waiting to see
  


20   what happens -- the United Negro College Fund,
  


21   Andrea, we're trying to work with her this year
  


22   for their end-of-the-year event as well, their
  


23   awards dinner, and trying to be a sponsor to that
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 1   organization.  So, we're excited about that.
  


 2          And again is, mostly, again, the system.
  


 3   Tim is gone, so a lot of us have put on another
  


 4   hat just because he is not here and we're in the
  


 5   process of looking for another Deputy Director/
  


 6   General Counsel who has the necessary experience,
  


 7   and so that we can continue to build on those who
  


 8   have been here in the past, you know, whether it
  


 9   was a Doneisha or a Tim, whomever, we'll continue
  


10   to move the agency forward.
  


11          We have a great team, a lot of new people
  


12   and new faces here.  Our Cheers Committee is
  


13   still keeping the agency excited.  They
  


14   support -- whether it's a birthday, whether it's
  


15   someone who has lost a family member, whatever,
  


16   we have a good body called Cheers that is there
  


17   to assist and help staff in any way possible.
  


18   You know, during the holidays they decorate the
  


19   areas and try to have a good time.
  


20          So, again, those are some of the things
  


21   going on, but mostly it's just working on
  


22   procedures and processes, and really, if you
  


23   notice, especially you, Chair Slash, since you've
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 1   been here for a while, and you see the dates of
  


 2   these.  We don't have those old cases --
  


 3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Uh-huh.
  


 4               MR. WILSON:  -- that go back, and it
  


 5   was -- we have a couple more that we're going to
  


 6   clear up out of here.  I've been very much on top
  


 7   of that since I've been here.  Some have been
  


 8   priorities that have been in litigation.  They've
  


 9   been challenging, but most of them, I think, by
  


10   the end of this year will be in good shape.  And
  


11   so, a lot of those old, aged cases will not be
  


12   here.
  


13          Questions?
  


14               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  I don't have any
  


15   questions, but I just want to, you know, commend
  


16   the staff.  Once again, you all have been through
  


17   a lot, you've seen a lot of changes, there's been
  


18   transition, but the efficiency and efficacy of
  


19   the agency is still, you know, top notch, and I
  


20   just commend you for that, because a lot of times
  


21   through a lot of changes, that's not as simple.
  


22          And also I want to say the format that we
  


23   received the agenda this month was fantastic.
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 1   So, the efficiency changes are really good, and I
  


 2   just applaud the team for constantly looking for
  


 3   improvements and innovations.
  


 4               MR. WILSON:  Thank you.  Thanks so
  


 5   much.  You'll see something new when you come in
  


 6   also.  Where you used to walk in the door, we've
  


 7   enclosed that.  One of our employees that, you
  


 8   know, we definitely miss and we lost, Crystal,
  


 9   and so, she always wanted to have that enclosure
  


10   built so she'd feel safer, because some of the
  


11   calls and things that we receive can be a little
  


12   frightening, you know.
  


13          And so, we just -- we say in honor of
  


14   Crystal we were able to finish that enclosure up
  


15   front so you can't just walk in -- well, actually
  


16   they're finishing up this week -- you're not able
  


17   just to walk in to that person.  There is
  


18   protection for that person coming in, because we
  


19   do get various calls and things that happen
  


20   that -- you know, we want our employees to feel
  


21   safe, and so, we'll do anything to make sure they
  


22   feel safe.
  


23          So, thank you again, Chair Slash.
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 1               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  So important --
  


 2   yeah, thank you.  That is so important, and thank
  


 3   you for sharing that update in particular.  I
  


 4   know that myself and some of the other
  


 5   Commissioners have felt some of that lack of
  


 6   safety even in Commission hearings sometimes.
  


 7   So, just thank you for that.  I don't have any
  


 8   questions.
  


 9          Comm. Harrington, do you have anything?  I
  


10   know you --
  


11               COMM. HARRINGTON:  No.
  


12               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  -- look like
  


13   you're multitasking a bit.
  


14               COMM. HARRINGTON:  I have
  


15   Comm. Blackburn on the --
  


16               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  We lost your
  


17   sound.  You were talking, and then we -- now
  


18   you're on mute again.
  


19               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Okay.  I'm sorry.
  


20   That was a me.  I was asking Comm. Blackburn if
  


21   she could say something to see if you guys could
  


22   hear her.
  


23               COMM. BLACKBURN:  This is
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 1   Comm. Blackburn, and I hear you, but you earlier
  


 2   could not hear me.  So, I understand that I'm
  


 3   going through Holli's phone, but if that's
  


 4   necessary, I'm okay.
  


 5               COMM. HARRINGTON:  I'm sorry.
  


 6               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  I'm willing to
  


 7   give it a try.  Is that -- is this an effective
  


 8   way for us to do this?
  


 9               MR. WILSON:  We can.  I mean I can
  


10   hear her clearly.
  


11               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Uh-huh.
  


12               MR. WILSON:  Lindy, could you hear?
  


13   Lindy?
  


14               THE REPORTER:  Yes, yes, I heard.
  


15               MR. WILSON:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


16          Chair Slash?
  


17               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  That makes
  


18   quorum, so I think we're good to go.
  


19          Thank you, Comm. Blackburn, for joining us
  


20   via Comm. Harrington.  We have essentially just
  


21   began our meeting and just did the ICRC
  


22   Director's Report.  Now that we do have a quorum,
  


23   I would like to go ahead and step back a little
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 1   bit in our agenda and have the approval of the
  


 2   previous meeting minutes.  Is there a motion?
  


 3               MR. WILSON:  Chair Slash?
  


 4               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Uh-huh.
  


 5               COMM. HARRINGTON:  I make a motion --
  


 6               MR. WILSON:  We should do the roll
  


 7   call.
  


 8               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Oh, yes.  Who
  


 9   would like to call roll?  I just want to make
  


10   sure that --
  


11               MS. EROMOSELE:  I'll go ahead and do
  


12   that.
  


13          Comm. Harrington?
  


14               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Present.
  


15               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?
  


16               COMM. JACKSON:  Present.
  


17               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Present.
  


18               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?
  


19               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Black --
  


20               MS. EROMOSELE:  And Chair Slash?
  


21               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Present.
  


22               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, present.
  


23               MS. EROMOSELE:  So, motion passes
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 1   four-zero.
  


 2               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.  And
  


 3   for clarity, I think we were just doing roll for
  


 4   attendance purposes to establish the quorum, but
  


 5   now, if there's a motion to approve the previous
  


 6   meeting minutes, we'll hear that at this time.
  


 7               COMM. JACKSON:  So moved,
  


 8   Comm. Jackson.
  


 9               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


10          Is there a second?
  


11               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Second,
  


12   Comm. Harrington.
  


13               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you,
  


14   Comm. Harrington.
  


15          Now we can call the roll on the meeting
  


16   minutes.
  


17               MS. EROMOSELE:  Okay.
  


18          Comm. Harrington?
  


19               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.
  


20               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?
  


21               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Aye.
  


22               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.
  


23               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?
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 1               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.
  


 2               MS. EROMOSELE:  And Chair Slash?
  


 3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.
  


 4               MS. EROMOSELE:  The motion passes,
  


 5   four-zero.
  


 6               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


 7          Okay.  And now we'll go back to Old
  


 8   Business.  We're back on order with the agenda.
  


 9   So, the first case was a case that was assigned
  


10   to Comm. Harrington, and I think I'll do what I
  


11   did last month and just call them off by the
  


12   number, or Comm. Blackburn, does that work for
  


13   you?  Okay.
  


14               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Well -- good with
  


15   numbers, so if you can --
  


16               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  I'll call
  


17   them by case.
  


18               COMM. BLACKBURN:  -- the parties,
  


19   that would --
  


20               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.
  


21               COMM. BLACKBURN:  -- be better.
  


22               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Malinka versus
  


23   Beech Grove City Schools, Comm. Harrington?
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 1               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Yes.  I recommend
  


 2   that we uphold the finding of no probable cause.
  


 3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


 4          Is there a motion?
  


 5               COMM. BLACKBURN:  I move we accept
  


 6   her recommendation, Comm. Blackburn.
  


 7               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


 8          Is there a second?
  


 9               COMM. JACKSON:  Second,
  


10   Comm. Jackson.
  


11               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


12          Shall we call the roll?
  


13               MS. EROMOSELE:  Yes.
  


14          Comm. Harrington?
  


15               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.
  


16               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?
  


17               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.
  


18               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?
  


19               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.
  


20               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?
  


21               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.
  


22               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,
  


23   four-zero.
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 1               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


 2          The next case, Barton versus Foremost
  


 3   Fabricators LLC, which was assigned to
  


 4   Comm. Harrington.
  


 5               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Again, I recommend
  


 6   that we -- I'm sorry.  I'm about to say
  


 7   "approve" -- that we uphold the no probable cause
  


 8   finding.
  


 9               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


10          Is there a motion?
  


11               COMM. BLACKBURN:  I move we accept --
  


12               COMM. JACKSON:  So moved --
  


13               COMM. BLACKBURN:  -- her --
  


14               COMM. JACKSON:  -- Comm. Jackson.
  


15               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  We'll take
  


16   the motion from Comm. Blackburn.  Shall we accept
  


17   Comm. Jackson as a second?  I believe we may call
  


18   the roll.
  


19               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?
  


20               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.
  


21               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?
  


22               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.
  


23               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?
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 1               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.
  


 2               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?
  


 3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.
  


 4               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,
  


 5   four-zero.
  


 6               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


 7          The next case, Martin versus IHOP,
  


 8   assigned to Comm. Jackson.
  


 9               COMM. JACKSON:  I recommend we
  


10   uphold --
  


11               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Did you say
  


12   Jackson or Blackburn?
  


13               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Yes, it was
  


14   assigned to Comm. Jackson.
  


15               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Okay.
  


16               COMM. JACKSON:  I recommend we uphold
  


17   the Director's findings of no probable cause.
  


18               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


19          Is there a motion?
  


20               COMM. HARRINGTON:  I move that we
  


21   accept the recommendation.
  


22               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.
  


23          Is there a second?
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 1               COMM. BLACKBURN:  I second,
  


 2   Blackburn.
  


 3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


 4          We may call the roll.
  


 5               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?
  


 6               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.
  


 7               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?
  


 8               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.
  


 9               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?
  


10               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.
  


11               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?
  


12               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.
  


13               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,
  


14   four-zero.
  


15               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


16          And the next case is Dieng versus -- I
  


17   don't want to mess this up -- Kuehne & Nagel,
  


18   Incorporated.  That one was assigned to me, and
  


19   in this case there were two issues.  With the
  


20   first issue, I would like to uphold the Deputy
  


21   Director's finding of no probable cause [sic],
  


22   and in the second issue, I wish to uphold the
  


23   finding of no probable cause, so the first issue
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 1   is probable cause and second issue is no probable
  


 2   cause, for clarity.  Did I do that correctly this
  


 3   time?  Okay.  Good.  Is there a motion?
  


 4               COMM. JACKSON:  So moved,
  


 5   Comm. Jackson.
  


 6               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


 7               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Second,
  


 8   Comm. Harrington.
  


 9               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


10          We may call the roll.
  


11               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?
  


12               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.
  


13               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?
  


14               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.
  


15               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?
  


16               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.
  


17               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?
  


18               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.
  


19               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,
  


20   four-zero.
  


21               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


22          In the next case, Hamilton versus Lake
  


23   Minnehaha Owner Association, that was assigned to
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 1   me as well, and in that case, I'd like to uphold
  


 2   the Deputy Director's finding of no probable
  


 3   cause.
  


 4               COMM. HARRINGTON:  I move that we
  


 5   accept the recommendation, Comm. Harrington.
  


 6               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


 7          Is there a second?
  


 8               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, second.
  


 9               COMM. JACKSON:  Second.
  


10               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


11          You may call the roll.
  


12               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?
  


13               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.
  


14               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?
  


15               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.
  


16               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?
  


17               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.
  


18               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?
  


19               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.
  


20               MS. EROMOSELE:  The motion passes,
  


21   four-zero.
  


22               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


23          In the next case, the case of Crumpton
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 1   versus Jane Pauley Clinic, this was assigned to
  


 2   Comm. Harrington.  It looks like you may have a
  


 3   connection issue.  We will pause, because that
  


 4   just took our quorum away, so we'll just take a
  


 5   small pause.
  


 6                (Pause in proceedings.)
  


 7               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Technology is
  


 8   really good for us until it isn't.  Still having
  


 9   problems.
  


10                (Pause in proceedings.)
  


11               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Comm. Harrington,
  


12   can you hear us again?
  


13                     (No response.)
  


14               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  I appreciate
  


15   everybody's patience today.  While you're waiting
  


16   for them to reconnect, to re-establish quorum,
  


17   did Commissioners Tolliver -- did Comm. Tolliver
  


18   submit any -- any recommendations prior to
  


19   today's meeting?
  


20               MS. EROMOSELE:  No.
  


21               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


22               MR. WILSON:  Yeah, and Chair Slash,
  


23   you know, my -- that's one thing maybe you --
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 1   when you do have the next Commission meeting when
  


 2   everybody's there, we can have that discussion
  


 3   that if they're going to go, that they can at
  


 4   least leave that information for us.
  


 5               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Yeah, absolutely.
  


 6   So, it's a good reminder and a good reminder
  


 7   point.
  


 8          Comm. Harrington, are you back with us?
  


 9                     (No response.)
  


10               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.
  


11               MS. EROMOSELE:  Do you want me to
  


12   call her?
  


13               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  You may.  Oh,
  


14   yeah, we lost her, lost her, this time.  It said
  


15   she had very low bandwidth.  We were on a little
  


16   bit of a roll there.
  


17          Comm. Jackson, you're still hanging tough
  


18   with us?
  


19               COMM. JACKSON:  Yes, I am.
  


20               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  I appreciate it.
  


21   We've got to get to your case here in a second.
  


22               COMM. JACKSON:  Okay.  I like the new
  


23   system where I can see the case right in the
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 1   e-mail.
  


 2               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Yeah, that was
  


 3   fantastic.
  


 4               COMM. JACKSON:  Yeah.
  


 5               MS. EROMOSELE:  I'm just getting her
  


 6   voicemail.  It's going to voicemail.
  


 7               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.
  


 8               MS. EROMOSELE:  Yeah.
  


 9               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Well, we can
  


10   always just give it a few more minutes, and in
  


11   the event that we were not destined to be able to
  


12   conduct today's business, we just were not able
  


13   to conduct today's business.  But we did get
  


14   through quite a few cases before the
  


15   disconnection, so there are some cases that can
  


16   move on.  So, a little bit of light in this
  


17   tunnel.
  


18               MS. EROMOSELE:  I just tried again.
  


19   It's going to voicemail.
  


20               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.
  


21                (Pause in proceedings.)
  


22               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Oh, she's
  


23   texting.  She says she's calling in now.
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 1                (Pause in proceedings.)
  


 2               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Well, she said --
  


 3   it's coming.
  


 4                (Pause in proceedings.)
  


 5               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  All right.
  


 6               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Can you guys hear
  


 7   me?
  


 8               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Yes, we can.
  


 9               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Sorry about that.
  


10   I'm going to keep my video turned off, and maybe
  


11   that'll help.
  


12               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  That'll work.  Do
  


13   you have Comm. Blackburn with you still?
  


14               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Yep, she's still
  


15   here.
  


16               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Yes.
  


17               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Wonderful.
  


18               COMM. HARRINGTON:  We're trying.
  


19               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  And that is fine.
  


20          So, to re-establish quorum, do we need to
  


21   call roll again, or can we just pick up where we
  


22   were?
  


23               MS. EROMOSELE:  We need to call roll
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 1   again.
  


 2               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  All right.  Let's
  


 3   do it.
  


 4               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?
  


 5               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Present.
  


 6               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?
  


 7               COMM. JACKSON:  Present.
  


 8               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?
  


 9               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, present.
  


10               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?
  


11               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Present.
  


12               MS. EROMOSELE:  So, we have a quorum.
  


13               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


14          So, we will pick up the agenda where we
  


15   left it.  We are still in Section V, Old
  


16   Business, and we are on case Crumpton versus Jane
  


17   Pauley Clinic, which was assigned to
  


18   Comm. Harrington.
  


19               COMM. HARRINGTON:  In that case, I
  


20   will recommend that we uphold the -- I want to
  


21   make sure I say it right -- the finding of no
  


22   probable cause.
  


23               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
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 1          Is there a sec -- is there a motion?
  


 2               COMM. JACKSON:  So moved,
  


 3   Comm. Jackson.
  


 4               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


 5          Is there a second?
  


 6               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn seconds.
  


 7               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


 8          Shall we call the roll?
  


 9               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?
  


10               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.
  


11               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?
  


12               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.
  


13               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?
  


14               COMM. HARRINGTON:  He said "aye."
  


15               MS. EROMOSELE:  Oh, I'm sorry.
  


16          Comm. Blackburn?
  


17               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.
  


18               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?
  


19               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.
  


20               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,
  


21   four-zero.
  


22               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


23          The next case on our docket is Lips versus
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 1   Bomarko.  It was assigned to Comm. Tolliver.  In
  


 2   his absence, without a recommendation filed, I'd
  


 3   like to postpone that until next month.
  


 4          The next case is Hill versus Goody's
  


 5   Restaurant, Comm. Jackson.
  


 6               COMM. JACKSON:  I recommend we uphold
  


 7   the Director's findings of no probable cause.
  


 8               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


 9          Is there a motion?
  


10               COMM. HARRINGTON:  I make a motion
  


11   that we accept the recommendation.
  


12               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Is there a
  


13   second?
  


14               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn seconds.
  


15               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


16          You may call the roll.
  


17               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?
  


18               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.
  


19               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?
  


20               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.
  


21               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?
  


22               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.
  


23               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?
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 1               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.
  


 2               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,
  


 3   four-zero.
  


 4               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


 5          At this time we don't have any Motions or
  


 6   Other Filings.  Moving to New Business, would the
  


 7   most effective way to do this be to assign the
  


 8   cases individually, for the court reporter, or
  


 9   would it be okay to assign them as a group
  


10   alphabetically, Commissioners alphabetical by
  


11   last name?  Is there a preference?
  


12               THE REPORTER:  Probably individually
  


13   would be more clear.
  


14               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  I'll
  


15   gladly do that for you.
  


16          So, in the first case, Anibra versus
  


17   AmerisourceBergn -- I hope I do not butcher any
  


18   of these names, but I'm trying not to -- I would
  


19   like to assign that one to Comm. Blackburn.
  


20          In the case of Lauer versus Jane John
  


21   Wiley & Sons, I would like to assign that one to
  


22   Comm. Harrington.
  


23          In the case of Badmus versus Heart of
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 1   Cardon, LLC, assign that one to Comm. Jackson.
  


 2          In the case of Williams versus Indiana
  


 3   University South Bend, I would like to assign
  


 4   that one to Comm. Ramos.
  


 5          In the case of Merritt versus Backyard
  


 6   Pools, I'd like to assign that case to
  


 7   Comm. Tolliver.
  


 8          In the case of Cavanaugh versus Roca Bar
  


 9   North, I'd like to assign that one to myself.
  


10          In the case of Simpson versus Revere
  


11   Plastics Systems, LLC, I'd like to assign that
  


12   one to Comm. Blackburn.
  


13          In the case of Lombardo versus Avon
  


14   Wedding and Event --
  


15               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Chair Slash, if
  


16   you could read the name again, Comm. Slash, that
  


17   you assigned to Comm. Blackburn.
  


18               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Sure.  Simpson
  


19   versus Revere Plastics Systems, LLC.
  


20               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Thank you.
  


21               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Uh-huh.
  


22          The next one, Lombardo versus Avon Wedding
  


23   and Event Barn, I'd like to assign that one to
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 1   Comm. Harrington.
  


 2          In the case of Berger versus Cunningham
  


 3   Campers & RV's, I'd like to assign that one to
  


 4   Comm. Jackson.
  


 5          In the case of Ehler versus Biggs
  


 6   Workforce GP, LLC, and Biggs Incorporated D/B/A
  


 7   Biggs Property Management, I'd like to assign
  


 8   that one to Comm. Tolliver.
  


 9          In the case of Antrobus versus Southern
  


10   Manor Apartments, I'd like to assign that one to
  


11   Comm. Ramos.
  


12          And with the last one -- we made it to
  


13   xii -- East versus Northwest Indiana Community
  


14   Action, I'd like to assign that one to myself.
  


15          Okay.  That is our New Business, and each
  


16   of those cases were in your e-mail today,
  


17   Commissioners, but I'm sure they will make it
  


18   back to you, but if you were taking notes of
  


19   which one you were assigned, they're already in
  


20   your e-mail if you want to get a jump start on
  


21   those.
  


22          So, moving along, we have Motions and
  


23   Other Findings [sic].  Is there any insight to
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 1   this case before we move along?
  


 2               MS. OJO:  Yeah, I think Michelle from
  


 3   OALP is going to give us some direction on that.
  


 4               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


 5          And that's case ICRC (Karrie Shroff)
  


 6   versus Varin/River Pointe Apartments.
  


 7               MS. ALLEN:  Yes.  This case with
  


 8   Varin, previously the Commission already voted to
  


 9   affirm the ALJ's decision in the case, and so,
  


10   then the party was given the opportunity to
  


11   request attorneys fees in the case.  So, the
  


12   matter before the Commission right now is that
  


13   there is a request for attorneys fees at a
  


14   certain amount, and the Commission could choose
  


15   to review that motion on its own and make a
  


16   determination as to attorneys fees.
  


17          Or another option for you is:  If you
  


18   would like to have the Commission request an ALJ
  


19   to review this order on your behalf, then the ALJ
  


20   could review the order and make a determination
  


21   on whether to award attorney fees or not and at
  


22   what amount, and make that recommendation back to
  


23   the Commission.
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 1               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you for
  


 2   providing that insight.
  


 3          Commissioners, is there -- is there
  


 4   discussion or any questions on this point?
  


 5                     (No response.)
  


 6               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Is there a
  


 7   recommendation from any Commissioner on this
  


 8   point on either the option of us reviewing and
  


 9   making that determination or requesting it be
  


10   assigned to an ALJ to do?
  


11               COMM. BLACKBURN:  I would suggest --
  


12   this is Comm. Blackburn.  I would suggest that
  


13   the -- that it be -- I'll recommend it goes
  


14   through and by the ALJ to the Commission.
  


15               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


16          Is there a motion to that point?
  


17               COMM. BLACKBURN:  So moved.
  


18               COMM. JACKSON:  So moved,
  


19   Comm. Jackson.
  


20               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.  And
  


21   I'll second it, Chair Slash.
  


22          Do we need to take an actual vote on this
  


23   one?  I believe we do.
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 1               MS. EROMOSELE:  We do.
  


 2               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  So, we
  


 3   shall call the roll, and for clarity, in case our
  


 4   court reporter needs that, the clarity of that,
  


 5   the will of the Commission is that we send it to
  


 6   an ALJ to make a decision.
  


 7               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Is it a decision
  


 8   or a recommendation?
  


 9               MS. ALLEN:  I don't think you granted
  


10   the ALJ the ability to make a decision in this,
  


11   so it should be a recommendation back to you.
  


12               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Yes.  So, we
  


13   would like to send it to an ALJ to make a
  


14   recommendation back to the Commission.  Thank you
  


15   very much.
  


16               COMM. BLACKBURN:  That's correct.
  


17               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Shall we
  


18   call the roll?
  


19               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?
  


20               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.
  


21               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?
  


22               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.
  


23               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?
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 1               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.
  


 2               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?
  


 3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.
  


 4               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,
  


 5   four-zero.
  


 6               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


 7          Okay.  Moving along, we have two cases
  


 8   that were ALJ decisions that were made, and the
  


 9   first case is Johnson versus Brook Knoll Village.
  


10   The ALJ dismissed this matter on its merit by
  


11   granting a Motion of Summary Judgment filed by
  


12   the Respondent, and there's nothing to -- for the
  


13   Commission to act on with that one.
  


14          The second case is Banks versus Taco Bell,
  


15   Bell American Group, LLC.  The ALJ dismissed this
  


16   matter after the properties [sic] reached a
  


17   settlement.  The ALJ recommended that the
  


18   Commission accept the consent agreement filed by
  


19   the parties.
  


20          At this time, is an action required by the
  


21   Commission to --
  


22               MS. OJO:  Yes.
  


23               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  -- make that
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 1   acception [sic]?
  


 2               MS. OJO:  Yes, for both of them there
  


 3   needs to be a vote.
  


 4               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Oh, okay.  I was
  


 5   going to say, some of these we haven't had to,
  


 6   but we can go back.  Thank you for that clarity.
  


 7          Let's go back, and we will -- we will
  


 8   accept the ALJ's de -- is there a motion to
  


 9   accept the ALJ's dismissal of the case of Johnson
  


10   versus Brook Knoll Village on its merit by
  


11   granting the Motion of Summary Judgment?  Is
  


12   there a motion to accept that dismissal?
  


13               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Comm. Harrington,
  


14   so moved.
  


15               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


16          Is there a second?
  


17               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, second.
  


18               COMM. JACKSON:  Comm. Jackson,
  


19   second.
  


20               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


21          Shall we call the roll?
  


22               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?
  


23               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.
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 1               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?
  


 2               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.
  


 3               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?
  


 4               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.
  


 5               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?
  


 6               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.
  


 7               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,
  


 8   four-zero.
  


 9               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


10          The next case, Banks versus Taco Bell,
  


11   Bell American Group, LLC.  In this case, the ALJ
  


12   dismissed the matter after parties reached a
  


13   settlement.  The ALJ recommended that the
  


14   Commission accept the consent agreement filed by
  


15   the parties.
  


16          Is there a motion from the Commission to
  


17   accept the consent agreement filed by the
  


18   parties?
  


19               COMM. BLACKBURN:  So moved,
  


20   Blackburn.
  


21               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


22               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Second,
  


23   Comm. Harrington.
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 1               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


 2          Shall we call the roll?
  


 3               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?
  


 4               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.
  


 5               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?
  


 6               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.
  


 7               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?
  


 8               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.
  


 9               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?
  


10               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.
  


11               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,
  


12   four-zero.
  


13               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
  


14          And you'll have to pardon my confusion.  I
  


15   was confusing a previous section of our agenda
  


16   with this section.  So, thanks for bearing with
  


17   me today, folks.
  


18          In this section, ALJ Decisions
  


19   Automatically Confirmed, we have one case here,
  


20   Cherish Stump versus Magna Powertrain, Inc.  Was
  


21   there any insight around this case that you might
  


22   want to share with the Commission?
  


23               MS. ALLEN:  No, nothing other than
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 1   what's on the form today.
  


 2               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you very
  


 3   much.
  


 4          And so, with no other items falling under
  


 5   New Business, the next piece that we do have is
  


 6   to consider meeting dates, and so, our next
  


 7   meeting is on November 19th, and I would hope
  


 8   that we're all going to be able to make it and
  


 9   will personally, as Chair of the Commission, send
  


10   out a note or work with the staff to make sure we
  


11   get a note to fully understand everyone's ability
  


12   and our interests.
  


13          There has been an open door to reconvene
  


14   in person, and so, if that is the will of the
  


15   body, we'll make it work.  If we still are
  


16   afforded this opportunity and that is -- and the
  


17   will of the body is to stay virtual, we can also
  


18   do our best to entertain that as well.
  


19          Today, out of the four of us that are
  


20   present, is November 19th an issue for anyone on
  


21   the Commission?
  


22               COMM. HARRINGTON:  This is
  


23   Comm. Harrington.  I can definitely be there
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 1   virtually.  I just need to know -- notice if
  


 2   we're switching, because it requires me to
  


 3   coordinate additional time.
  


 4               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Thank you
  


 5   very much.
  


 6               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Virtually, I can
  


 7   definitely be there.
  


 8               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


 9          Does anyone have any concerns with
  


10   participating?
  


11               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Comm. Blackburn
  


12   also confirms she could be there virtually.
  


13               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


14          Okay.  So, we will look to November 19th
  


15   as being our go date as of right now, but we'll
  


16   also do our due diligence in between now and then
  


17   to make sure that we can have a quorum and that
  


18   we can conduct business.
  


19          Seeing no Election, Training or Other on
  


20   our agenda today, was there anything from the
  


21   staff that we needed to share in this space?
  


22                     (No response.)
  


23               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Are there
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 1   any Announcements?
  


 2                     (No response.)
  


 3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Perfect.
  


 4   I do not believe there's anyone here for public
  


 5   comment, but I don't want to take up their space.
  


 6   There's -- did anyone ever join us for public
  


 7   comment?
  


 8                     (No response.)
  


 9               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Well, at
  


10   this time I'd like to thank everyone for your
  


11   time, thank everyone for your patience, your
  


12   grace, and your ability to be a little flexible
  


13   with our technology here.  Some meetings are
  


14   bumpy, but as long as we conduct business, we're
  


15   okay.  So, thank you, everyone.
  


16          And at this time, it's 1:51 p.m. on
  


17   October 15th.  I'd like to call this meeting of
  


18   the Indiana Civil Rights Commission adjourned.
  


19                        -  -  -
             Thereupon, the proceedings of


20            October 15, 2021 were concluded
                  at 1:51 o'clock p.m.


21                        -  -  -
  


22
  


23
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 1                      CERTIFICATE
  


 2          I, Lindy L. Meyer, Jr., the undersigned
  


 3   Court Reporter and Notary Public residing in the
  


 4   City of Shelbyville, Shelby County, Indiana, do
  


 5   hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and
  


 6   correct transcript of the proceedings taken by me
  


 7   on Friday, October 15, 2021 in this matter and
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 9
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            1                                   1:13 o'clock p.m.
                                                October 15, 2021
            2                        -  -  -

            3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  We'll go ahead

            4   and call the meeting to order for the purpose of

            5   the Agency Update at 1:13 p.m. on October 15th.

            6               MR. WILSON:  Are you ready for me,

            7   Chair Slash?

            8               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Uh-huh.

            9               MR. WILSON:  Okay.  Thank you, Chair

           10   Slash.  Thank you, Commission.

           11          So, there's not a lot going on.  One is

           12   because the fact that we have a new system and

           13   we're trying to get data out of the system is a

           14   little bit more complex than we want it to be,

           15   but that's just this transition period.  So,

           16   there's not going to be a lot on the actual

           17   report.  A lot of information we just couldn't

           18   get out of the system yet.

           19          It'll probably be like that for a couple

           20   of months until -- again, everybody hopefully

           21   knows Stephanie.  Stephanie has been overseeing

           22   that project of our new system, and she can add

           23   to that at some point.  But right now it's just a
�
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            1   matter of finishing the transition into the new

            2   system and getting a lot of the data migrated

            3   from our other systems into our main system, so

            4   that's kind of a challenge in a sense.  But at

            5   the end of the day, it'll be a good thing, so

            6   we're excited about that.

            7          Then, as you can see, we have two upcoming

            8   events.  The Holocaust event is coming up in

            9   November, and then we're still working on the --

           10   we're working on the MLK event now.  But we think

           11   it'll be a great Holocaust event, and I will tell

           12   you the date is Tuesday, November the 9th, 2021,

           13   and I think that it's -- hopefully everybody's

           14   seen the flier and the information on the event.

           15          One of the -- another survivor from the

           16   actual Holocaust will be there.  They won't

           17   speak.  One of their siblings will -- the

           18   daughters -- actually will speak in his place,

           19   but about the experience.  So, hopefully

           20   everybody can join us.  We will have it virtual

           21   as well as live.  We'll be actually doing a live

           22   event here at the Statehouse, but we'll have

           23   virtual as well, so we can make sure people have
�
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            1   access to it.

            2          And so, as I said, MLK event will come up.

            3   There'll be more information coming out.

            4          Then also, we have been doing a lot of

            5   heavy marketing since we have a new Outreach

            6   Manager, which is Kyleigh.  She has targeted

            7   rebuilding partnerships now that COVID's over

            8   with, so that we can start participating in

            9   activities and events.  I think -- we had the

           10   Urban League luncheon, and I think you attended,

           11   Chair Slash; right?

           12               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  I did.  Thanks

           13   for the extended invitation.  I thoroughly

           14   enjoyed getting to hang out with the team.

           15               MR. WILSON:  It's been a long time

           16   for people to actually get together, so that's

           17   beautiful.  We have also upcoming partnership

           18   with ILE, and they actually asked us to put the

           19   award portion together for them.  Actually we're

           20   working with one of our Commissions, ICHLA, and a

           21   new employee there, Alexis Gonzalez.  She's

           22   actually going to help us as we do a search for

           23   awardees.
�
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            1          Now, this year, too, with the MLK, we're

            2   trying to really make sure people put in, and

            3   Commissioners, if you know people that you think

            4   will fit the criteria of those awards, please

            5   submit them and share it, because we want to

            6   honor some of these unsung heroes out there who

            7   do the work that don't always get the credit, and

            8   we want to recognize them.

            9          So, if you have people that you know of --

           10   thank you, Comm. Harrington.  You submitted

           11   someone, and, of course, she was a great

           12   superstar in the community and she did receive

           13   the award, not based on you being a Commissioner,

           14   but based on the fact of her history and what --

           15   her body of work, that she was recognized.  So,

           16   thank you for that.

           17          Just getting ready for next year and all

           18   of our next-year events.  I think we're also

           19   trying to work with -- we're just waiting to see

           20   what happens -- the United Negro College Fund,

           21   Andrea, we're trying to work with her this year

           22   for their end-of-the-year event as well, their

           23   awards dinner, and trying to be a sponsor to that
�
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            1   organization.  So, we're excited about that.

            2          And again is, mostly, again, the system.

            3   Tim is gone, so a lot of us have put on another

            4   hat just because he is not here and we're in the

            5   process of looking for another Deputy Director/

            6   General Counsel who has the necessary experience,

            7   and so that we can continue to build on those who

            8   have been here in the past, you know, whether it

            9   was a Doneisha or a Tim, whomever, we'll continue

           10   to move the agency forward.

           11          We have a great team, a lot of new people

           12   and new faces here.  Our Cheers Committee is

           13   still keeping the agency excited.  They

           14   support -- whether it's a birthday, whether it's

           15   someone who has lost a family member, whatever,

           16   we have a good body called Cheers that is there

           17   to assist and help staff in any way possible.

           18   You know, during the holidays they decorate the

           19   areas and try to have a good time.

           20          So, again, those are some of the things

           21   going on, but mostly it's just working on

           22   procedures and processes, and really, if you

           23   notice, especially you, Chair Slash, since you've
�
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            1   been here for a while, and you see the dates of

            2   these.  We don't have those old cases --

            3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Uh-huh.

            4               MR. WILSON:  -- that go back, and it

            5   was -- we have a couple more that we're going to

            6   clear up out of here.  I've been very much on top

            7   of that since I've been here.  Some have been

            8   priorities that have been in litigation.  They've

            9   been challenging, but most of them, I think, by

           10   the end of this year will be in good shape.  And

           11   so, a lot of those old, aged cases will not be

           12   here.

           13          Questions?

           14               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  I don't have any

           15   questions, but I just want to, you know, commend

           16   the staff.  Once again, you all have been through

           17   a lot, you've seen a lot of changes, there's been

           18   transition, but the efficiency and efficacy of

           19   the agency is still, you know, top notch, and I

           20   just commend you for that, because a lot of times

           21   through a lot of changes, that's not as simple.

           22          And also I want to say the format that we

           23   received the agenda this month was fantastic.
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            1   So, the efficiency changes are really good, and I

            2   just applaud the team for constantly looking for

            3   improvements and innovations.

            4               MR. WILSON:  Thank you.  Thanks so

            5   much.  You'll see something new when you come in

            6   also.  Where you used to walk in the door, we've

            7   enclosed that.  One of our employees that, you

            8   know, we definitely miss and we lost, Crystal,

            9   and so, she always wanted to have that enclosure

           10   built so she'd feel safer, because some of the

           11   calls and things that we receive can be a little

           12   frightening, you know.

           13          And so, we just -- we say in honor of

           14   Crystal we were able to finish that enclosure up

           15   front so you can't just walk in -- well, actually

           16   they're finishing up this week -- you're not able

           17   just to walk in to that person.  There is

           18   protection for that person coming in, because we

           19   do get various calls and things that happen

           20   that -- you know, we want our employees to feel

           21   safe, and so, we'll do anything to make sure they

           22   feel safe.

           23          So, thank you again, Chair Slash.
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            1               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  So important --

            2   yeah, thank you.  That is so important, and thank

            3   you for sharing that update in particular.  I

            4   know that myself and some of the other

            5   Commissioners have felt some of that lack of

            6   safety even in Commission hearings sometimes.

            7   So, just thank you for that.  I don't have any

            8   questions.

            9          Comm. Harrington, do you have anything?  I

           10   know you --

           11               COMM. HARRINGTON:  No.

           12               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  -- look like

           13   you're multitasking a bit.

           14               COMM. HARRINGTON:  I have

           15   Comm. Blackburn on the --

           16               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  We lost your

           17   sound.  You were talking, and then we -- now

           18   you're on mute again.

           19               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Okay.  I'm sorry.

           20   That was a me.  I was asking Comm. Blackburn if

           21   she could say something to see if you guys could

           22   hear her.

           23               COMM. BLACKBURN:  This is
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            1   Comm. Blackburn, and I hear you, but you earlier

            2   could not hear me.  So, I understand that I'm

            3   going through Holli's phone, but if that's

            4   necessary, I'm okay.

            5               COMM. HARRINGTON:  I'm sorry.

            6               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  I'm willing to

            7   give it a try.  Is that -- is this an effective

            8   way for us to do this?

            9               MR. WILSON:  We can.  I mean I can

           10   hear her clearly.

           11               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Uh-huh.

           12               MR. WILSON:  Lindy, could you hear?

           13   Lindy?

           14               THE REPORTER:  Yes, yes, I heard.

           15               MR. WILSON:  Okay.  Thank you.

           16          Chair Slash?

           17               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  That makes

           18   quorum, so I think we're good to go.

           19          Thank you, Comm. Blackburn, for joining us

           20   via Comm. Harrington.  We have essentially just

           21   began our meeting and just did the ICRC

           22   Director's Report.  Now that we do have a quorum,

           23   I would like to go ahead and step back a little
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            1   bit in our agenda and have the approval of the

            2   previous meeting minutes.  Is there a motion?

            3               MR. WILSON:  Chair Slash?

            4               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Uh-huh.

            5               COMM. HARRINGTON:  I make a motion --

            6               MR. WILSON:  We should do the roll

            7   call.

            8               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Oh, yes.  Who

            9   would like to call roll?  I just want to make

           10   sure that --

           11               MS. EROMOSELE:  I'll go ahead and do

           12   that.

           13          Comm. Harrington?

           14               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Present.

           15               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?

           16               COMM. JACKSON:  Present.

           17               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Present.

           18               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?

           19               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Black --

           20               MS. EROMOSELE:  And Chair Slash?

           21               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Present.

           22               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, present.

           23               MS. EROMOSELE:  So, motion passes
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            1   four-zero.

            2               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.  And

            3   for clarity, I think we were just doing roll for

            4   attendance purposes to establish the quorum, but

            5   now, if there's a motion to approve the previous

            6   meeting minutes, we'll hear that at this time.

            7               COMM. JACKSON:  So moved,

            8   Comm. Jackson.

            9               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

           10          Is there a second?

           11               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Second,

           12   Comm. Harrington.

           13               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you,

           14   Comm. Harrington.

           15          Now we can call the roll on the meeting

           16   minutes.

           17               MS. EROMOSELE:  Okay.

           18          Comm. Harrington?

           19               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.

           20               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?

           21               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Aye.

           22               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.

           23               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?
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            1               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.

            2               MS. EROMOSELE:  And Chair Slash?

            3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.

            4               MS. EROMOSELE:  The motion passes,

            5   four-zero.

            6               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

            7          Okay.  And now we'll go back to Old

            8   Business.  We're back on order with the agenda.

            9   So, the first case was a case that was assigned

           10   to Comm. Harrington, and I think I'll do what I

           11   did last month and just call them off by the

           12   number, or Comm. Blackburn, does that work for

           13   you?  Okay.

           14               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Well -- good with

           15   numbers, so if you can --

           16               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  I'll call

           17   them by case.

           18               COMM. BLACKBURN:  -- the parties,

           19   that would --

           20               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.

           21               COMM. BLACKBURN:  -- be better.

           22               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Malinka versus

           23   Beech Grove City Schools, Comm. Harrington?
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            1               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Yes.  I recommend

            2   that we uphold the finding of no probable cause.

            3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

            4          Is there a motion?

            5               COMM. BLACKBURN:  I move we accept

            6   her recommendation, Comm. Blackburn.

            7               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

            8          Is there a second?

            9               COMM. JACKSON:  Second,

           10   Comm. Jackson.

           11               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

           12          Shall we call the roll?

           13               MS. EROMOSELE:  Yes.

           14          Comm. Harrington?

           15               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.

           16               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?

           17               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.

           18               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?

           19               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.

           20               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?

           21               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.

           22               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,

           23   four-zero.
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            1               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

            2          The next case, Barton versus Foremost

            3   Fabricators LLC, which was assigned to

            4   Comm. Harrington.

            5               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Again, I recommend

            6   that we -- I'm sorry.  I'm about to say

            7   "approve" -- that we uphold the no probable cause

            8   finding.

            9               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

           10          Is there a motion?

           11               COMM. BLACKBURN:  I move we accept --

           12               COMM. JACKSON:  So moved --

           13               COMM. BLACKBURN:  -- her --

           14               COMM. JACKSON:  -- Comm. Jackson.

           15               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  We'll take

           16   the motion from Comm. Blackburn.  Shall we accept

           17   Comm. Jackson as a second?  I believe we may call

           18   the roll.

           19               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?

           20               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.

           21               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?

           22               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.

           23               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?
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            1               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.

            2               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?

            3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.

            4               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,

            5   four-zero.

            6               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

            7          The next case, Martin versus IHOP,

            8   assigned to Comm. Jackson.

            9               COMM. JACKSON:  I recommend we

           10   uphold --

           11               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Did you say

           12   Jackson or Blackburn?

           13               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Yes, it was

           14   assigned to Comm. Jackson.

           15               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Okay.

           16               COMM. JACKSON:  I recommend we uphold

           17   the Director's findings of no probable cause.

           18               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Thank you.

           19          Is there a motion?

           20               COMM. HARRINGTON:  I move that we

           21   accept the recommendation.

           22               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.

           23          Is there a second?
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            1               COMM. BLACKBURN:  I second,

            2   Blackburn.

            3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

            4          We may call the roll.

            5               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?

            6               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.

            7               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?

            8               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.

            9               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?

           10               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.

           11               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?

           12               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.

           13               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,

           14   four-zero.

           15               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

           16          And the next case is Dieng versus -- I

           17   don't want to mess this up -- Kuehne & Nagel,

           18   Incorporated.  That one was assigned to me, and

           19   in this case there were two issues.  With the

           20   first issue, I would like to uphold the Deputy

           21   Director's finding of no probable cause [sic],

           22   and in the second issue, I wish to uphold the

           23   finding of no probable cause, so the first issue
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            1   is probable cause and second issue is no probable

            2   cause, for clarity.  Did I do that correctly this

            3   time?  Okay.  Good.  Is there a motion?

            4               COMM. JACKSON:  So moved,

            5   Comm. Jackson.

            6               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

            7               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Second,

            8   Comm. Harrington.

            9               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

           10          We may call the roll.

           11               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?

           12               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.

           13               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?

           14               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.

           15               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?

           16               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.

           17               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?

           18               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.

           19               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,

           20   four-zero.

           21               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

           22          In the next case, Hamilton versus Lake

           23   Minnehaha Owner Association, that was assigned to
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            1   me as well, and in that case, I'd like to uphold

            2   the Deputy Director's finding of no probable

            3   cause.

            4               COMM. HARRINGTON:  I move that we

            5   accept the recommendation, Comm. Harrington.

            6               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

            7          Is there a second?

            8               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, second.

            9               COMM. JACKSON:  Second.

           10               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

           11          You may call the roll.

           12               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?

           13               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.

           14               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?

           15               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.

           16               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?

           17               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.

           18               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?

           19               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.

           20               MS. EROMOSELE:  The motion passes,

           21   four-zero.

           22               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

           23          In the next case, the case of Crumpton
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            1   versus Jane Pauley Clinic, this was assigned to

            2   Comm. Harrington.  It looks like you may have a

            3   connection issue.  We will pause, because that

            4   just took our quorum away, so we'll just take a

            5   small pause.

            6                (Pause in proceedings.)

            7               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Technology is

            8   really good for us until it isn't.  Still having

            9   problems.

           10                (Pause in proceedings.)

           11               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Comm. Harrington,

           12   can you hear us again?

           13                     (No response.)

           14               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  I appreciate

           15   everybody's patience today.  While you're waiting

           16   for them to reconnect, to re-establish quorum,

           17   did Commissioners Tolliver -- did Comm. Tolliver

           18   submit any -- any recommendations prior to

           19   today's meeting?

           20               MS. EROMOSELE:  No.

           21               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Thank you.

           22               MR. WILSON:  Yeah, and Chair Slash,

           23   you know, my -- that's one thing maybe you --
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            1   when you do have the next Commission meeting when

            2   everybody's there, we can have that discussion

            3   that if they're going to go, that they can at

            4   least leave that information for us.

            5               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Yeah, absolutely.

            6   So, it's a good reminder and a good reminder

            7   point.

            8          Comm. Harrington, are you back with us?

            9                     (No response.)

           10               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.

           11               MS. EROMOSELE:  Do you want me to

           12   call her?

           13               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  You may.  Oh,

           14   yeah, we lost her, lost her, this time.  It said

           15   she had very low bandwidth.  We were on a little

           16   bit of a roll there.

           17          Comm. Jackson, you're still hanging tough

           18   with us?

           19               COMM. JACKSON:  Yes, I am.

           20               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  I appreciate it.

           21   We've got to get to your case here in a second.

           22               COMM. JACKSON:  Okay.  I like the new

           23   system where I can see the case right in the
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            1   e-mail.

            2               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Yeah, that was

            3   fantastic.

            4               COMM. JACKSON:  Yeah.

            5               MS. EROMOSELE:  I'm just getting her

            6   voicemail.  It's going to voicemail.

            7               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.

            8               MS. EROMOSELE:  Yeah.

            9               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Well, we can

           10   always just give it a few more minutes, and in

           11   the event that we were not destined to be able to

           12   conduct today's business, we just were not able

           13   to conduct today's business.  But we did get

           14   through quite a few cases before the

           15   disconnection, so there are some cases that can

           16   move on.  So, a little bit of light in this

           17   tunnel.

           18               MS. EROMOSELE:  I just tried again.

           19   It's going to voicemail.

           20               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.

           21                (Pause in proceedings.)

           22               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Oh, she's

           23   texting.  She says she's calling in now.
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            1                (Pause in proceedings.)

            2               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Well, she said --

            3   it's coming.

            4                (Pause in proceedings.)

            5               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  All right.

            6               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Can you guys hear

            7   me?

            8               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Yes, we can.

            9               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Sorry about that.

           10   I'm going to keep my video turned off, and maybe

           11   that'll help.

           12               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  That'll work.  Do

           13   you have Comm. Blackburn with you still?

           14               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Yep, she's still

           15   here.

           16               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Yes.

           17               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Wonderful.

           18               COMM. HARRINGTON:  We're trying.

           19               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  And that is fine.

           20          So, to re-establish quorum, do we need to

           21   call roll again, or can we just pick up where we

           22   were?

           23               MS. EROMOSELE:  We need to call roll
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            1   again.

            2               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  All right.  Let's

            3   do it.

            4               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?

            5               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Present.

            6               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?

            7               COMM. JACKSON:  Present.

            8               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?

            9               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, present.

           10               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?

           11               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Present.

           12               MS. EROMOSELE:  So, we have a quorum.

           13               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

           14          So, we will pick up the agenda where we

           15   left it.  We are still in Section V, Old

           16   Business, and we are on case Crumpton versus Jane

           17   Pauley Clinic, which was assigned to

           18   Comm. Harrington.

           19               COMM. HARRINGTON:  In that case, I

           20   will recommend that we uphold the -- I want to

           21   make sure I say it right -- the finding of no

           22   probable cause.

           23               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
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            1          Is there a sec -- is there a motion?

            2               COMM. JACKSON:  So moved,

            3   Comm. Jackson.

            4               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

            5          Is there a second?

            6               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn seconds.

            7               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

            8          Shall we call the roll?

            9               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?

           10               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.

           11               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?

           12               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.

           13               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?

           14               COMM. HARRINGTON:  He said "aye."

           15               MS. EROMOSELE:  Oh, I'm sorry.

           16          Comm. Blackburn?

           17               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.

           18               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?

           19               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.

           20               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,

           21   four-zero.

           22               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

           23          The next case on our docket is Lips versus
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            1   Bomarko.  It was assigned to Comm. Tolliver.  In

            2   his absence, without a recommendation filed, I'd

            3   like to postpone that until next month.

            4          The next case is Hill versus Goody's

            5   Restaurant, Comm. Jackson.

            6               COMM. JACKSON:  I recommend we uphold

            7   the Director's findings of no probable cause.

            8               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

            9          Is there a motion?

           10               COMM. HARRINGTON:  I make a motion

           11   that we accept the recommendation.

           12               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Is there a

           13   second?

           14               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn seconds.

           15               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

           16          You may call the roll.

           17               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?

           18               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.

           19               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?

           20               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.

           21               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?

           22               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.

           23               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?
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            1               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.

            2               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,

            3   four-zero.

            4               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

            5          At this time we don't have any Motions or

            6   Other Filings.  Moving to New Business, would the

            7   most effective way to do this be to assign the

            8   cases individually, for the court reporter, or

            9   would it be okay to assign them as a group

           10   alphabetically, Commissioners alphabetical by

           11   last name?  Is there a preference?

           12               THE REPORTER:  Probably individually

           13   would be more clear.

           14               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  I'll

           15   gladly do that for you.

           16          So, in the first case, Anibra versus

           17   AmerisourceBergn -- I hope I do not butcher any

           18   of these names, but I'm trying not to -- I would

           19   like to assign that one to Comm. Blackburn.

           20          In the case of Lauer versus Jane John

           21   Wiley & Sons, I would like to assign that one to

           22   Comm. Harrington.

           23          In the case of Badmus versus Heart of
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            1   Cardon, LLC, assign that one to Comm. Jackson.

            2          In the case of Williams versus Indiana

            3   University South Bend, I would like to assign

            4   that one to Comm. Ramos.

            5          In the case of Merritt versus Backyard

            6   Pools, I'd like to assign that case to

            7   Comm. Tolliver.

            8          In the case of Cavanaugh versus Roca Bar

            9   North, I'd like to assign that one to myself.

           10          In the case of Simpson versus Revere

           11   Plastics Systems, LLC, I'd like to assign that

           12   one to Comm. Blackburn.

           13          In the case of Lombardo versus Avon

           14   Wedding and Event --

           15               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Chair Slash, if

           16   you could read the name again, Comm. Slash, that

           17   you assigned to Comm. Blackburn.

           18               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Sure.  Simpson

           19   versus Revere Plastics Systems, LLC.

           20               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Thank you.

           21               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Uh-huh.

           22          The next one, Lombardo versus Avon Wedding

           23   and Event Barn, I'd like to assign that one to
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            1   Comm. Harrington.

            2          In the case of Berger versus Cunningham

            3   Campers & RV's, I'd like to assign that one to

            4   Comm. Jackson.

            5          In the case of Ehler versus Biggs

            6   Workforce GP, LLC, and Biggs Incorporated D/B/A

            7   Biggs Property Management, I'd like to assign

            8   that one to Comm. Tolliver.

            9          In the case of Antrobus versus Southern

           10   Manor Apartments, I'd like to assign that one to

           11   Comm. Ramos.

           12          And with the last one -- we made it to

           13   xii -- East versus Northwest Indiana Community

           14   Action, I'd like to assign that one to myself.

           15          Okay.  That is our New Business, and each

           16   of those cases were in your e-mail today,

           17   Commissioners, but I'm sure they will make it

           18   back to you, but if you were taking notes of

           19   which one you were assigned, they're already in

           20   your e-mail if you want to get a jump start on

           21   those.

           22          So, moving along, we have Motions and

           23   Other Findings [sic].  Is there any insight to
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            1   this case before we move along?

            2               MS. OJO:  Yeah, I think Michelle from

            3   OALP is going to give us some direction on that.

            4               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

            5          And that's case ICRC (Karrie Shroff)

            6   versus Varin/River Pointe Apartments.

            7               MS. ALLEN:  Yes.  This case with

            8   Varin, previously the Commission already voted to

            9   affirm the ALJ's decision in the case, and so,

           10   then the party was given the opportunity to

           11   request attorneys fees in the case.  So, the

           12   matter before the Commission right now is that

           13   there is a request for attorneys fees at a

           14   certain amount, and the Commission could choose

           15   to review that motion on its own and make a

           16   determination as to attorneys fees.

           17          Or another option for you is:  If you

           18   would like to have the Commission request an ALJ

           19   to review this order on your behalf, then the ALJ

           20   could review the order and make a determination

           21   on whether to award attorney fees or not and at

           22   what amount, and make that recommendation back to

           23   the Commission.
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            1               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you for

            2   providing that insight.

            3          Commissioners, is there -- is there

            4   discussion or any questions on this point?

            5                     (No response.)

            6               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Is there a

            7   recommendation from any Commissioner on this

            8   point on either the option of us reviewing and

            9   making that determination or requesting it be

           10   assigned to an ALJ to do?

           11               COMM. BLACKBURN:  I would suggest --

           12   this is Comm. Blackburn.  I would suggest that

           13   the -- that it be -- I'll recommend it goes

           14   through and by the ALJ to the Commission.

           15               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

           16          Is there a motion to that point?

           17               COMM. BLACKBURN:  So moved.

           18               COMM. JACKSON:  So moved,

           19   Comm. Jackson.

           20               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.  And

           21   I'll second it, Chair Slash.

           22          Do we need to take an actual vote on this

           23   one?  I believe we do.
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            1               MS. EROMOSELE:  We do.

            2               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  So, we

            3   shall call the roll, and for clarity, in case our

            4   court reporter needs that, the clarity of that,

            5   the will of the Commission is that we send it to

            6   an ALJ to make a decision.

            7               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Is it a decision

            8   or a recommendation?

            9               MS. ALLEN:  I don't think you granted

           10   the ALJ the ability to make a decision in this,

           11   so it should be a recommendation back to you.

           12               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Yes.  So, we

           13   would like to send it to an ALJ to make a

           14   recommendation back to the Commission.  Thank you

           15   very much.

           16               COMM. BLACKBURN:  That's correct.

           17               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Shall we

           18   call the roll?

           19               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?

           20               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.

           21               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?

           22               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.

           23               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?
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            1               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.

            2               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?

            3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.

            4               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,

            5   four-zero.

            6               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

            7          Okay.  Moving along, we have two cases

            8   that were ALJ decisions that were made, and the

            9   first case is Johnson versus Brook Knoll Village.

           10   The ALJ dismissed this matter on its merit by

           11   granting a Motion of Summary Judgment filed by

           12   the Respondent, and there's nothing to -- for the

           13   Commission to act on with that one.

           14          The second case is Banks versus Taco Bell,

           15   Bell American Group, LLC.  The ALJ dismissed this

           16   matter after the properties [sic] reached a

           17   settlement.  The ALJ recommended that the

           18   Commission accept the consent agreement filed by

           19   the parties.

           20          At this time, is an action required by the

           21   Commission to --

           22               MS. OJO:  Yes.

           23               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  -- make that
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            1   acception [sic]?

            2               MS. OJO:  Yes, for both of them there

            3   needs to be a vote.

            4               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Oh, okay.  I was

            5   going to say, some of these we haven't had to,

            6   but we can go back.  Thank you for that clarity.

            7          Let's go back, and we will -- we will

            8   accept the ALJ's de -- is there a motion to

            9   accept the ALJ's dismissal of the case of Johnson

           10   versus Brook Knoll Village on its merit by

           11   granting the Motion of Summary Judgment?  Is

           12   there a motion to accept that dismissal?

           13               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Comm. Harrington,

           14   so moved.

           15               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

           16          Is there a second?

           17               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, second.

           18               COMM. JACKSON:  Comm. Jackson,

           19   second.

           20               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

           21          Shall we call the roll?

           22               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?

           23               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.
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            1               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?

            2               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.

            3               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?

            4               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.

            5               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?

            6               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.

            7               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,

            8   four-zero.

            9               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

           10          The next case, Banks versus Taco Bell,

           11   Bell American Group, LLC.  In this case, the ALJ

           12   dismissed the matter after parties reached a

           13   settlement.  The ALJ recommended that the

           14   Commission accept the consent agreement filed by

           15   the parties.

           16          Is there a motion from the Commission to

           17   accept the consent agreement filed by the

           18   parties?

           19               COMM. BLACKBURN:  So moved,

           20   Blackburn.

           21               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

           22               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Second,

           23   Comm. Harrington.
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            1               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

            2          Shall we call the roll?

            3               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?

            4               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.

            5               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?

            6               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.

            7               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?

            8               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.

            9               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?

           10               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.

           11               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,

           12   four-zero.

           13               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.

           14          And you'll have to pardon my confusion.  I

           15   was confusing a previous section of our agenda

           16   with this section.  So, thanks for bearing with

           17   me today, folks.

           18          In this section, ALJ Decisions

           19   Automatically Confirmed, we have one case here,

           20   Cherish Stump versus Magna Powertrain, Inc.  Was

           21   there any insight around this case that you might

           22   want to share with the Commission?

           23               MS. ALLEN:  No, nothing other than
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            1   what's on the form today.

            2               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you very

            3   much.

            4          And so, with no other items falling under

            5   New Business, the next piece that we do have is

            6   to consider meeting dates, and so, our next

            7   meeting is on November 19th, and I would hope

            8   that we're all going to be able to make it and

            9   will personally, as Chair of the Commission, send

           10   out a note or work with the staff to make sure we

           11   get a note to fully understand everyone's ability

           12   and our interests.

           13          There has been an open door to reconvene

           14   in person, and so, if that is the will of the

           15   body, we'll make it work.  If we still are

           16   afforded this opportunity and that is -- and the

           17   will of the body is to stay virtual, we can also

           18   do our best to entertain that as well.

           19          Today, out of the four of us that are

           20   present, is November 19th an issue for anyone on

           21   the Commission?

           22               COMM. HARRINGTON:  This is

           23   Comm. Harrington.  I can definitely be there
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            1   virtually.  I just need to know -- notice if

            2   we're switching, because it requires me to

            3   coordinate additional time.

            4               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Thank you

            5   very much.

            6               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Virtually, I can

            7   definitely be there.

            8               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Thank you.

            9          Does anyone have any concerns with

           10   participating?

           11               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Comm. Blackburn

           12   also confirms she could be there virtually.

           13               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Thank you.

           14          Okay.  So, we will look to November 19th

           15   as being our go date as of right now, but we'll

           16   also do our due diligence in between now and then

           17   to make sure that we can have a quorum and that

           18   we can conduct business.

           19          Seeing no Election, Training or Other on

           20   our agenda today, was there anything from the

           21   staff that we needed to share in this space?

           22                     (No response.)

           23               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Are there
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            1   any Announcements?

            2                     (No response.)

            3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Perfect.

            4   I do not believe there's anyone here for public

            5   comment, but I don't want to take up their space.

            6   There's -- did anyone ever join us for public

            7   comment?

            8                     (No response.)

            9               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Well, at

           10   this time I'd like to thank everyone for your

           11   time, thank everyone for your patience, your

           12   grace, and your ability to be a little flexible

           13   with our technology here.  Some meetings are

           14   bumpy, but as long as we conduct business, we're

           15   okay.  So, thank you, everyone.

           16          And at this time, it's 1:51 p.m. on

           17   October 15th.  I'd like to call this meeting of

           18   the Indiana Civil Rights Commission adjourned.

           19                        -  -  -
                          Thereupon, the proceedings of
           20            October 15, 2021 were concluded
                               at 1:51 o'clock p.m.
           21                        -  -  -

           22

           23
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            2          I, Lindy L. Meyer, Jr., the undersigned
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 1                                   1:13 o'clock p.m.


                                     October 15, 2021


 2                        -  -  -


 3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  We'll go ahead


 4   and call the meeting to order for the purpose of


 5   the Agency Update at 1:13 p.m. on October 15th.


 6               MR. WILSON:  Are you ready for me,


 7   Chair Slash?


 8               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Uh-huh.


 9               MR. WILSON:  Okay.  Thank you, Chair


10   Slash.  Thank you, Commission.


11          So, there's not a lot going on.  One is


12   because the fact that we have a new system and


13   we're trying to get data out of the system is a


14   little bit more complex than we want it to be,


15   but that's just this transition period.  So,


16   there's not going to be a lot on the actual


17   report.  A lot of information we just couldn't


18   get out of the system yet.


19          It'll probably be like that for a couple


20   of months until -- again, everybody hopefully


21   knows Stephanie.  Stephanie has been overseeing


22   that project of our new system, and she can add


23   to that at some point.  But right now it's just a
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 1   matter of finishing the transition into the new


 2   system and getting a lot of the data migrated


 3   from our other systems into our main system, so


 4   that's kind of a challenge in a sense.  But at


 5   the end of the day, it'll be a good thing, so


 6   we're excited about that.


 7          Then, as you can see, we have two upcoming


 8   events.  The Holocaust event is coming up in


 9   November, and then we're still working on the --


10   we're working on the MLK event now.  But we think


11   it'll be a great Holocaust event, and I will tell


12   you the date is Tuesday, November the 9th, 2021,


13   and I think that it's -- hopefully everybody's


14   seen the flier and the information on the event.


15          One of the -- another survivor from the


16   actual Holocaust will be there.  They won't


17   speak.  One of their siblings will -- the


18   daughters -- actually will speak in his place,


19   but about the experience.  So, hopefully


20   everybody can join us.  We will have it virtual


21   as well as live.  We'll be actually doing a live


22   event here at the Statehouse, but we'll have


23   virtual as well, so we can make sure people have
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 1   access to it.


 2          And so, as I said, MLK event will come up.


 3   There'll be more information coming out.


 4          Then also, we have been doing a lot of


 5   heavy marketing since we have a new Outreach


 6   Manager, which is Kyleigh.  She has targeted


 7   rebuilding partnerships now that COVID's over


 8   with, so that we can start participating in


 9   activities and events.  I think -- we had the


10   Urban League luncheon, and I think you attended,


11   Chair Slash; right?


12               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  I did.  Thanks


13   for the extended invitation.  I thoroughly


14   enjoyed getting to hang out with the team.


15               MR. WILSON:  It's been a long time


16   for people to actually get together, so that's


17   beautiful.  We have also upcoming partnership


18   with ILE, and they actually asked us to put the


19   award portion together for them.  Actually we're


20   working with one of our Commissions, ICHLA, and a


21   new employee there, Alexis Gonzalez.  She's


22   actually going to help us as we do a search for


23   awardees.
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 1          Now, this year, too, with the MLK, we're


 2   trying to really make sure people put in, and


 3   Commissioners, if you know people that you think


 4   will fit the criteria of those awards, please


 5   submit them and share it, because we want to


 6   honor some of these unsung heroes out there who


 7   do the work that don't always get the credit, and


 8   we want to recognize them.


 9          So, if you have people that you know of --


10   thank you, Comm. Harrington.  You submitted


11   someone, and, of course, she was a great


12   superstar in the community and she did receive


13   the award, not based on you being a Commissioner,


14   but based on the fact of her history and what --


15   her body of work, that she was recognized.  So,


16   thank you for that.


17          Just getting ready for next year and all


18   of our next-year events.  I think we're also


19   trying to work with -- we're just waiting to see


20   what happens -- the United Negro College Fund,


21   Andrea, we're trying to work with her this year


22   for their end-of-the-year event as well, their


23   awards dinner, and trying to be a sponsor to that
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 1   organization.  So, we're excited about that.


 2          And again is, mostly, again, the system.


 3   Tim is gone, so a lot of us have put on another


 4   hat just because he is not here and we're in the


 5   process of looking for another Deputy Director/


 6   General Counsel who has the necessary experience,


 7   and so that we can continue to build on those who


 8   have been here in the past, you know, whether it


 9   was a Doneisha or a Tim, whomever, we'll continue


10   to move the agency forward.


11          We have a great team, a lot of new people


12   and new faces here.  Our Cheers Committee is


13   still keeping the agency excited.  They


14   support -- whether it's a birthday, whether it's


15   someone who has lost a family member, whatever,


16   we have a good body called Cheers that is there


17   to assist and help staff in any way possible.


18   You know, during the holidays they decorate the


19   areas and try to have a good time.


20          So, again, those are some of the things


21   going on, but mostly it's just working on


22   procedures and processes, and really, if you


23   notice, especially you, Chair Slash, since you've
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 1   been here for a while, and you see the dates of


 2   these.  We don't have those old cases --


 3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Uh-huh.


 4               MR. WILSON:  -- that go back, and it


 5   was -- we have a couple more that we're going to


 6   clear up out of here.  I've been very much on top


 7   of that since I've been here.  Some have been


 8   priorities that have been in litigation.  They've


 9   been challenging, but most of them, I think, by


10   the end of this year will be in good shape.  And


11   so, a lot of those old, aged cases will not be


12   here.


13          Questions?


14               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  I don't have any


15   questions, but I just want to, you know, commend


16   the staff.  Once again, you all have been through


17   a lot, you've seen a lot of changes, there's been


18   transition, but the efficiency and efficacy of


19   the agency is still, you know, top notch, and I


20   just commend you for that, because a lot of times


21   through a lot of changes, that's not as simple.


22          And also I want to say the format that we


23   received the agenda this month was fantastic.
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 1   So, the efficiency changes are really good, and I


 2   just applaud the team for constantly looking for


 3   improvements and innovations.


 4               MR. WILSON:  Thank you.  Thanks so


 5   much.  You'll see something new when you come in


 6   also.  Where you used to walk in the door, we've


 7   enclosed that.  One of our employees that, you


 8   know, we definitely miss and we lost, Crystal,


 9   and so, she always wanted to have that enclosure


10   built so she'd feel safer, because some of the


11   calls and things that we receive can be a little


12   frightening, you know.


13          And so, we just -- we say in honor of


14   Crystal we were able to finish that enclosure up


15   front so you can't just walk in -- well, actually


16   they're finishing up this week -- you're not able


17   just to walk in to that person.  There is


18   protection for that person coming in, because we


19   do get various calls and things that happen


20   that -- you know, we want our employees to feel


21   safe, and so, we'll do anything to make sure they


22   feel safe.


23          So, thank you again, Chair Slash.
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 1               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  So important --


 2   yeah, thank you.  That is so important, and thank


 3   you for sharing that update in particular.  I


 4   know that myself and some of the other


 5   Commissioners have felt some of that lack of


 6   safety even in Commission hearings sometimes.


 7   So, just thank you for that.  I don't have any


 8   questions.


 9          Comm. Harrington, do you have anything?  I


10   know you --


11               COMM. HARRINGTON:  No.


12               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  -- look like


13   you're multitasking a bit.


14               COMM. HARRINGTON:  I have


15   Comm. Blackburn on the --


16               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  We lost your


17   sound.  You were talking, and then we -- now


18   you're on mute again.


19               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Okay.  I'm sorry.


20   That was a me.  I was asking Comm. Blackburn if


21   she could say something to see if you guys could


22   hear her.


23               COMM. BLACKBURN:  This is
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 1   Comm. Blackburn, and I hear you, but you earlier


 2   could not hear me.  So, I understand that I'm


 3   going through Holli's phone, but if that's


 4   necessary, I'm okay.


 5               COMM. HARRINGTON:  I'm sorry.


 6               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  I'm willing to


 7   give it a try.  Is that -- is this an effective


 8   way for us to do this?


 9               MR. WILSON:  We can.  I mean I can


10   hear her clearly.


11               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Uh-huh.


12               MR. WILSON:  Lindy, could you hear?


13   Lindy?


14               THE REPORTER:  Yes, yes, I heard.


15               MR. WILSON:  Okay.  Thank you.


16          Chair Slash?


17               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  That makes


18   quorum, so I think we're good to go.


19          Thank you, Comm. Blackburn, for joining us


20   via Comm. Harrington.  We have essentially just


21   began our meeting and just did the ICRC


22   Director's Report.  Now that we do have a quorum,


23   I would like to go ahead and step back a little
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 1   bit in our agenda and have the approval of the


 2   previous meeting minutes.  Is there a motion?


 3               MR. WILSON:  Chair Slash?


 4               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Uh-huh.


 5               COMM. HARRINGTON:  I make a motion --


 6               MR. WILSON:  We should do the roll


 7   call.


 8               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Oh, yes.  Who


 9   would like to call roll?  I just want to make


10   sure that --


11               MS. EROMOSELE:  I'll go ahead and do


12   that.


13          Comm. Harrington?


14               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Present.


15               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?


16               COMM. JACKSON:  Present.


17               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Present.


18               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?


19               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Black --


20               MS. EROMOSELE:  And Chair Slash?


21               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Present.


22               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, present.


23               MS. EROMOSELE:  So, motion passes
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 1   four-zero.


 2               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.  And


 3   for clarity, I think we were just doing roll for


 4   attendance purposes to establish the quorum, but


 5   now, if there's a motion to approve the previous


 6   meeting minutes, we'll hear that at this time.


 7               COMM. JACKSON:  So moved,


 8   Comm. Jackson.


 9               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


10          Is there a second?


11               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Second,


12   Comm. Harrington.


13               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you,


14   Comm. Harrington.


15          Now we can call the roll on the meeting


16   minutes.


17               MS. EROMOSELE:  Okay.


18          Comm. Harrington?


19               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.


20               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?


21               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Aye.


22               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.


23               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?
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 1               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.


 2               MS. EROMOSELE:  And Chair Slash?


 3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.


 4               MS. EROMOSELE:  The motion passes,


 5   four-zero.


 6               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


 7          Okay.  And now we'll go back to Old


 8   Business.  We're back on order with the agenda.


 9   So, the first case was a case that was assigned


10   to Comm. Harrington, and I think I'll do what I


11   did last month and just call them off by the


12   number, or Comm. Blackburn, does that work for


13   you?  Okay.


14               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Well -- good with


15   numbers, so if you can --


16               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  I'll call


17   them by case.


18               COMM. BLACKBURN:  -- the parties,


19   that would --


20               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.


21               COMM. BLACKBURN:  -- be better.


22               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Malinka versus


23   Beech Grove City Schools, Comm. Harrington?
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 1               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Yes.  I recommend


 2   that we uphold the finding of no probable cause.


 3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


 4          Is there a motion?


 5               COMM. BLACKBURN:  I move we accept


 6   her recommendation, Comm. Blackburn.


 7               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


 8          Is there a second?


 9               COMM. JACKSON:  Second,


10   Comm. Jackson.


11               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


12          Shall we call the roll?


13               MS. EROMOSELE:  Yes.


14          Comm. Harrington?


15               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.


16               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?


17               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.


18               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?


19               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.


20               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?


21               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.


22               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,


23   four-zero.
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 1               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


 2          The next case, Barton versus Foremost


 3   Fabricators LLC, which was assigned to


 4   Comm. Harrington.


 5               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Again, I recommend


 6   that we -- I'm sorry.  I'm about to say


 7   "approve" -- that we uphold the no probable cause


 8   finding.


 9               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


10          Is there a motion?


11               COMM. BLACKBURN:  I move we accept --


12               COMM. JACKSON:  So moved --


13               COMM. BLACKBURN:  -- her --


14               COMM. JACKSON:  -- Comm. Jackson.


15               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  We'll take


16   the motion from Comm. Blackburn.  Shall we accept


17   Comm. Jackson as a second?  I believe we may call


18   the roll.


19               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?


20               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.


21               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?


22               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.


23               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?
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 1               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.


 2               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?


 3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.


 4               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,


 5   four-zero.


 6               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


 7          The next case, Martin versus IHOP,


 8   assigned to Comm. Jackson.


 9               COMM. JACKSON:  I recommend we


10   uphold --


11               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Did you say


12   Jackson or Blackburn?


13               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Yes, it was


14   assigned to Comm. Jackson.


15               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Okay.


16               COMM. JACKSON:  I recommend we uphold


17   the Director's findings of no probable cause.


18               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Thank you.


19          Is there a motion?


20               COMM. HARRINGTON:  I move that we


21   accept the recommendation.


22               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.


23          Is there a second?
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 1               COMM. BLACKBURN:  I second,


 2   Blackburn.


 3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


 4          We may call the roll.


 5               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?


 6               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.


 7               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?


 8               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.


 9               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?


10               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.


11               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?


12               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.


13               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,


14   four-zero.


15               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


16          And the next case is Dieng versus -- I


17   don't want to mess this up -- Kuehne & Nagel,


18   Incorporated.  That one was assigned to me, and


19   in this case there were two issues.  With the


20   first issue, I would like to uphold the Deputy


21   Director's finding of no probable cause [sic],


22   and in the second issue, I wish to uphold the


23   finding of no probable cause, so the first issue
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 1   is probable cause and second issue is no probable


 2   cause, for clarity.  Did I do that correctly this


 3   time?  Okay.  Good.  Is there a motion?


 4               COMM. JACKSON:  So moved,


 5   Comm. Jackson.


 6               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


 7               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Second,


 8   Comm. Harrington.


 9               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


10          We may call the roll.


11               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?


12               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.


13               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?


14               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.


15               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?


16               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.


17               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?


18               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.


19               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,


20   four-zero.


21               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


22          In the next case, Hamilton versus Lake


23   Minnehaha Owner Association, that was assigned to
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 1   me as well, and in that case, I'd like to uphold


 2   the Deputy Director's finding of no probable


 3   cause.


 4               COMM. HARRINGTON:  I move that we


 5   accept the recommendation, Comm. Harrington.


 6               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


 7          Is there a second?


 8               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, second.


 9               COMM. JACKSON:  Second.


10               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


11          You may call the roll.


12               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?


13               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.


14               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?


15               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.


16               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?


17               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.


18               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?


19               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.


20               MS. EROMOSELE:  The motion passes,


21   four-zero.


22               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


23          In the next case, the case of Crumpton
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 1   versus Jane Pauley Clinic, this was assigned to


 2   Comm. Harrington.  It looks like you may have a


 3   connection issue.  We will pause, because that


 4   just took our quorum away, so we'll just take a


 5   small pause.


 6                (Pause in proceedings.)


 7               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Technology is


 8   really good for us until it isn't.  Still having


 9   problems.


10                (Pause in proceedings.)


11               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Comm. Harrington,


12   can you hear us again?


13                     (No response.)


14               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  I appreciate


15   everybody's patience today.  While you're waiting


16   for them to reconnect, to re-establish quorum,


17   did Commissioners Tolliver -- did Comm. Tolliver


18   submit any -- any recommendations prior to


19   today's meeting?


20               MS. EROMOSELE:  No.


21               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Thank you.


22               MR. WILSON:  Yeah, and Chair Slash,


23   you know, my -- that's one thing maybe you --
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 1   when you do have the next Commission meeting when


 2   everybody's there, we can have that discussion


 3   that if they're going to go, that they can at


 4   least leave that information for us.


 5               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Yeah, absolutely.


 6   So, it's a good reminder and a good reminder


 7   point.


 8          Comm. Harrington, are you back with us?


 9                     (No response.)


10               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.


11               MS. EROMOSELE:  Do you want me to


12   call her?


13               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  You may.  Oh,


14   yeah, we lost her, lost her, this time.  It said


15   she had very low bandwidth.  We were on a little


16   bit of a roll there.


17          Comm. Jackson, you're still hanging tough


18   with us?


19               COMM. JACKSON:  Yes, I am.


20               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  I appreciate it.


21   We've got to get to your case here in a second.


22               COMM. JACKSON:  Okay.  I like the new


23   system where I can see the case right in the
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 1   e-mail.


 2               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Yeah, that was


 3   fantastic.


 4               COMM. JACKSON:  Yeah.


 5               MS. EROMOSELE:  I'm just getting her


 6   voicemail.  It's going to voicemail.


 7               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.


 8               MS. EROMOSELE:  Yeah.


 9               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Well, we can


10   always just give it a few more minutes, and in


11   the event that we were not destined to be able to


12   conduct today's business, we just were not able


13   to conduct today's business.  But we did get


14   through quite a few cases before the


15   disconnection, so there are some cases that can


16   move on.  So, a little bit of light in this


17   tunnel.


18               MS. EROMOSELE:  I just tried again.


19   It's going to voicemail.


20               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.


21                (Pause in proceedings.)


22               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Oh, she's


23   texting.  She says she's calling in now.
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 1                (Pause in proceedings.)


 2               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Well, she said --


 3   it's coming.


 4                (Pause in proceedings.)


 5               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  All right.


 6               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Can you guys hear


 7   me?


 8               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Yes, we can.


 9               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Sorry about that.


10   I'm going to keep my video turned off, and maybe


11   that'll help.


12               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  That'll work.  Do


13   you have Comm. Blackburn with you still?


14               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Yep, she's still


15   here.


16               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Yes.


17               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Wonderful.


18               COMM. HARRINGTON:  We're trying.


19               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  And that is fine.


20          So, to re-establish quorum, do we need to


21   call roll again, or can we just pick up where we


22   were?


23               MS. EROMOSELE:  We need to call roll
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 1   again.


 2               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  All right.  Let's


 3   do it.


 4               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?


 5               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Present.


 6               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?


 7               COMM. JACKSON:  Present.


 8               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?


 9               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, present.


10               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?


11               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Present.


12               MS. EROMOSELE:  So, we have a quorum.


13               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


14          So, we will pick up the agenda where we


15   left it.  We are still in Section V, Old


16   Business, and we are on case Crumpton versus Jane


17   Pauley Clinic, which was assigned to


18   Comm. Harrington.


19               COMM. HARRINGTON:  In that case, I


20   will recommend that we uphold the -- I want to


21   make sure I say it right -- the finding of no


22   probable cause.


23               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.
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 1          Is there a sec -- is there a motion?


 2               COMM. JACKSON:  So moved,


 3   Comm. Jackson.


 4               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


 5          Is there a second?


 6               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn seconds.


 7               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


 8          Shall we call the roll?


 9               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?


10               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.


11               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?


12               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.


13               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?


14               COMM. HARRINGTON:  He said "aye."


15               MS. EROMOSELE:  Oh, I'm sorry.


16          Comm. Blackburn?


17               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.


18               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?


19               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.


20               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,


21   four-zero.


22               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


23          The next case on our docket is Lips versus
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 1   Bomarko.  It was assigned to Comm. Tolliver.  In


 2   his absence, without a recommendation filed, I'd


 3   like to postpone that until next month.


 4          The next case is Hill versus Goody's


 5   Restaurant, Comm. Jackson.


 6               COMM. JACKSON:  I recommend we uphold


 7   the Director's findings of no probable cause.


 8               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


 9          Is there a motion?


10               COMM. HARRINGTON:  I make a motion


11   that we accept the recommendation.


12               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Is there a


13   second?


14               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn seconds.


15               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


16          You may call the roll.


17               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?


18               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.


19               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?


20               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.


21               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?


22               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.


23               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?
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 1               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.


 2               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,


 3   four-zero.


 4               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


 5          At this time we don't have any Motions or


 6   Other Filings.  Moving to New Business, would the


 7   most effective way to do this be to assign the


 8   cases individually, for the court reporter, or


 9   would it be okay to assign them as a group


10   alphabetically, Commissioners alphabetical by


11   last name?  Is there a preference?


12               THE REPORTER:  Probably individually


13   would be more clear.


14               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  I'll


15   gladly do that for you.


16          So, in the first case, Anibra versus


17   AmerisourceBergn -- I hope I do not butcher any


18   of these names, but I'm trying not to -- I would


19   like to assign that one to Comm. Blackburn.


20          In the case of Lauer versus Jane John


21   Wiley & Sons, I would like to assign that one to


22   Comm. Harrington.


23          In the case of Badmus versus Heart of
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 1   Cardon, LLC, assign that one to Comm. Jackson.


 2          In the case of Williams versus Indiana


 3   University South Bend, I would like to assign


 4   that one to Comm. Ramos.


 5          In the case of Merritt versus Backyard


 6   Pools, I'd like to assign that case to


 7   Comm. Tolliver.


 8          In the case of Cavanaugh versus Roca Bar


 9   North, I'd like to assign that one to myself.


10          In the case of Simpson versus Revere


11   Plastics Systems, LLC, I'd like to assign that


12   one to Comm. Blackburn.


13          In the case of Lombardo versus Avon


14   Wedding and Event --


15               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Chair Slash, if


16   you could read the name again, Comm. Slash, that


17   you assigned to Comm. Blackburn.


18               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Sure.  Simpson


19   versus Revere Plastics Systems, LLC.


20               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Thank you.


21               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Uh-huh.


22          The next one, Lombardo versus Avon Wedding


23   and Event Barn, I'd like to assign that one to
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 1   Comm. Harrington.


 2          In the case of Berger versus Cunningham


 3   Campers & RV's, I'd like to assign that one to


 4   Comm. Jackson.


 5          In the case of Ehler versus Biggs


 6   Workforce GP, LLC, and Biggs Incorporated D/B/A


 7   Biggs Property Management, I'd like to assign


 8   that one to Comm. Tolliver.


 9          In the case of Antrobus versus Southern


10   Manor Apartments, I'd like to assign that one to


11   Comm. Ramos.


12          And with the last one -- we made it to


13   xii -- East versus Northwest Indiana Community


14   Action, I'd like to assign that one to myself.


15          Okay.  That is our New Business, and each


16   of those cases were in your e-mail today,


17   Commissioners, but I'm sure they will make it


18   back to you, but if you were taking notes of


19   which one you were assigned, they're already in


20   your e-mail if you want to get a jump start on


21   those.


22          So, moving along, we have Motions and


23   Other Findings [sic].  Is there any insight to
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 1   this case before we move along?


 2               MS. OJO:  Yeah, I think Michelle from


 3   OALP is going to give us some direction on that.


 4               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


 5          And that's case ICRC (Karrie Shroff)


 6   versus Varin/River Pointe Apartments.


 7               MS. ALLEN:  Yes.  This case with


 8   Varin, previously the Commission already voted to


 9   affirm the ALJ's decision in the case, and so,


10   then the party was given the opportunity to


11   request attorneys fees in the case.  So, the


12   matter before the Commission right now is that


13   there is a request for attorneys fees at a


14   certain amount, and the Commission could choose


15   to review that motion on its own and make a


16   determination as to attorneys fees.


17          Or another option for you is:  If you


18   would like to have the Commission request an ALJ


19   to review this order on your behalf, then the ALJ


20   could review the order and make a determination


21   on whether to award attorney fees or not and at


22   what amount, and make that recommendation back to


23   the Commission.
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 1               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you for


 2   providing that insight.


 3          Commissioners, is there -- is there


 4   discussion or any questions on this point?


 5                     (No response.)


 6               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Is there a


 7   recommendation from any Commissioner on this


 8   point on either the option of us reviewing and


 9   making that determination or requesting it be


10   assigned to an ALJ to do?


11               COMM. BLACKBURN:  I would suggest --


12   this is Comm. Blackburn.  I would suggest that


13   the -- that it be -- I'll recommend it goes


14   through and by the ALJ to the Commission.


15               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


16          Is there a motion to that point?


17               COMM. BLACKBURN:  So moved.


18               COMM. JACKSON:  So moved,


19   Comm. Jackson.


20               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.  And


21   I'll second it, Chair Slash.


22          Do we need to take an actual vote on this


23   one?  I believe we do.
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 1               MS. EROMOSELE:  We do.


 2               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  So, we


 3   shall call the roll, and for clarity, in case our


 4   court reporter needs that, the clarity of that,


 5   the will of the Commission is that we send it to


 6   an ALJ to make a decision.


 7               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Is it a decision


 8   or a recommendation?


 9               MS. ALLEN:  I don't think you granted


10   the ALJ the ability to make a decision in this,


11   so it should be a recommendation back to you.


12               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Yes.  So, we


13   would like to send it to an ALJ to make a


14   recommendation back to the Commission.  Thank you


15   very much.


16               COMM. BLACKBURN:  That's correct.


17               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Shall we


18   call the roll?


19               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?


20               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.


21               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?


22               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.


23               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?
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 1               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.


 2               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?


 3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.


 4               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,


 5   four-zero.


 6               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


 7          Okay.  Moving along, we have two cases


 8   that were ALJ decisions that were made, and the


 9   first case is Johnson versus Brook Knoll Village.


10   The ALJ dismissed this matter on its merit by


11   granting a Motion of Summary Judgment filed by


12   the Respondent, and there's nothing to -- for the


13   Commission to act on with that one.


14          The second case is Banks versus Taco Bell,


15   Bell American Group, LLC.  The ALJ dismissed this


16   matter after the properties [sic] reached a


17   settlement.  The ALJ recommended that the


18   Commission accept the consent agreement filed by


19   the parties.


20          At this time, is an action required by the


21   Commission to --


22               MS. OJO:  Yes.


23               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  -- make that
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 1   acception [sic]?


 2               MS. OJO:  Yes, for both of them there


 3   needs to be a vote.


 4               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Oh, okay.  I was


 5   going to say, some of these we haven't had to,


 6   but we can go back.  Thank you for that clarity.


 7          Let's go back, and we will -- we will


 8   accept the ALJ's de -- is there a motion to


 9   accept the ALJ's dismissal of the case of Johnson


10   versus Brook Knoll Village on its merit by


11   granting the Motion of Summary Judgment?  Is


12   there a motion to accept that dismissal?


13               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Comm. Harrington,


14   so moved.


15               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


16          Is there a second?


17               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, second.


18               COMM. JACKSON:  Comm. Jackson,


19   second.


20               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


21          Shall we call the roll?


22               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?


23               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.
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 1               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?


 2               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.


 3               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?


 4               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.


 5               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?


 6               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.


 7               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,


 8   four-zero.


 9               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


10          The next case, Banks versus Taco Bell,


11   Bell American Group, LLC.  In this case, the ALJ


12   dismissed the matter after parties reached a


13   settlement.  The ALJ recommended that the


14   Commission accept the consent agreement filed by


15   the parties.


16          Is there a motion from the Commission to


17   accept the consent agreement filed by the


18   parties?


19               COMM. BLACKBURN:  So moved,


20   Blackburn.


21               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


22               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Second,


23   Comm. Harrington.
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 1               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


 2          Shall we call the roll?


 3               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Harrington?


 4               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Aye.


 5               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Jackson?


 6               COMM. JACKSON:  Aye.


 7               MS. EROMOSELE:  Comm. Blackburn?


 8               COMM. BLACKBURN:  Blackburn, aye.


 9               MS. EROMOSELE:  Chair Slash?


10               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Aye.


11               MS. EROMOSELE:  Motion passes,


12   four-zero.


13               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you.


14          And you'll have to pardon my confusion.  I


15   was confusing a previous section of our agenda


16   with this section.  So, thanks for bearing with


17   me today, folks.


18          In this section, ALJ Decisions


19   Automatically Confirmed, we have one case here,


20   Cherish Stump versus Magna Powertrain, Inc.  Was


21   there any insight around this case that you might


22   want to share with the Commission?


23               MS. ALLEN:  No, nothing other than
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 1   what's on the form today.


 2               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Thank you very


 3   much.


 4          And so, with no other items falling under


 5   New Business, the next piece that we do have is


 6   to consider meeting dates, and so, our next


 7   meeting is on November 19th, and I would hope


 8   that we're all going to be able to make it and


 9   will personally, as Chair of the Commission, send


10   out a note or work with the staff to make sure we


11   get a note to fully understand everyone's ability


12   and our interests.


13          There has been an open door to reconvene


14   in person, and so, if that is the will of the


15   body, we'll make it work.  If we still are


16   afforded this opportunity and that is -- and the


17   will of the body is to stay virtual, we can also


18   do our best to entertain that as well.


19          Today, out of the four of us that are


20   present, is November 19th an issue for anyone on


21   the Commission?


22               COMM. HARRINGTON:  This is


23   Comm. Harrington.  I can definitely be there
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 1   virtually.  I just need to know -- notice if


 2   we're switching, because it requires me to


 3   coordinate additional time.


 4               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Thank you


 5   very much.


 6               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Virtually, I can


 7   definitely be there.


 8               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Thank you.


 9          Does anyone have any concerns with


10   participating?


11               COMM. HARRINGTON:  Comm. Blackburn


12   also confirms she could be there virtually.


13               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Thank you.


14          Okay.  So, we will look to November 19th


15   as being our go date as of right now, but we'll


16   also do our due diligence in between now and then


17   to make sure that we can have a quorum and that


18   we can conduct business.


19          Seeing no Election, Training or Other on


20   our agenda today, was there anything from the


21   staff that we needed to share in this space?


22                     (No response.)


23               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Are there
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 1   any Announcements?
 2                     (No response.)
 3               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Perfect.
 4   I do not believe there's anyone here for public
 5   comment, but I don't want to take up their space.
 6   There's -- did anyone ever join us for public
 7   comment?
 8                     (No response.)
 9               CHAIRPERSON SLASH:  Okay.  Well, at
10   this time I'd like to thank everyone for your
11   time, thank everyone for your patience, your
12   grace, and your ability to be a little flexible
13   with our technology here.  Some meetings are
14   bumpy, but as long as we conduct business, we're
15   okay.  So, thank you, everyone.
16          And at this time, it's 1:51 p.m. on
17   October 15th.  I'd like to call this meeting of
18   the Indiana Civil Rights Commission adjourned.
19                        -  -  -
               Thereupon, the proceedings of
20            October 15, 2021 were concluded
                    at 1:51 o'clock p.m.
21                        -  -  -
22
23
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 1                      CERTIFICATE


 2          I, Lindy L. Meyer, Jr., the undersigned


 3   Court Reporter and Notary Public residing in the


 4   City of Shelbyville, Shelby County, Indiana, do


 5   hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and


 6   correct transcript of the proceedings taken by me


 7   on Friday, October 15, 2021 in this matter and


 8   transcribed by me.


 9


10                        _________________________


11                         Lindy L. Meyer, Jr.,


12                         Notary Public in and


13                         for the State of Indiana.


14


15   My Commission expires August 26, 2024.


16   Commission No. NP0690003


17
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